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Note on transliteration

For this catalogue, we have adopted the system of transliteration employed by 
WKH� /LEUDU\� RI� &RQJUHVV�� )RU� DUWLVWV� ZKR� ZHUH� DFWLYH� FKLHĲ\� LQ� 5XVVLD�� ZH� KDYH��
transliterated their names according to the Library of Congress system even when 
more conventional English versions exist: e.g. Aleksandr Rodchenko, not Alexander 
Rodchenko. Surnames with an “-ii” ending are rendered with an ending of “-y.” Soft 
VLJQV��ɘ��DUH�QRW�XVHG�LQ�DUWLVWVŖ�QDPHV��EXW�DUH�UHWDLQHG�HOVHZKHUH�

Nikolai Dolgorukov in his studio, n.d.
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avant-garde aesthetics of Constructivism  
(Fig. 1) to the dogmatic method of Socialist 
Realism (Fig. 2). It also focuses on how 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�SRVWHUV�GHPRQVWUDWH�WKH�HYROYLQJ�
attitudes of both the Soviet art establishment 
and the Soviet government toward poster design 
during the period from the late 1920s to the late 
1930s. Like other Soviet artists of the period, 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�SRVWHUV�GHSLFWHG�D�JORULıHG�YLVLRQ�RI�
Soviet society: the bright communist future, its  
leaders, and the new Socialist citizenry (Fig. 3). 
%XW�LW�LV�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�LQYHQWLYH�FRPSRVLWLRQDO�
techniques, bold juxtapositions of images, 
masterful use of color, and powerful imagery that 
make this work stand out from other posters of 
the period. His propaganda posters documenting 
industrialization in Soviet Russia show the 
ideological power of photomontage and Soviet 
design at its best (Fig. 4). 

Dolgorukov grew up in Yekaterinburg, a city 
situated on the border between Europe and 
Asia and considered the “gateway to Siberia.”3 
Although the city was a large and important 
FXOWXUDO�FHQWHU��'ROJRUXNRYŖV�IDWKHUŖV�SRVLWLRQ�
as a forestry scientist overseeing a large district 
introduced him to the danger and drama of the 
surrounding areas. He later recalled how in his 
childhood he often accompanied his father during 
his inspections of forested tracts: “I still remember 
the rapture that gripped me when I, wrapped up 

In the Service of the State: Nikolai Dolgorukov and the Art of Persuasion  
By Alla Rosenfeld, Ph.D.

The Merrill C. Berman Collection includes close 
to thirty preliminary studies, maquettes, and 
posters by the important yet understudied Soviet 
graphic artist Nikolai Dolgorukov (1902–1980). 
Although the literature on Soviet propaganda 
posters is enormous, it remains narrowly focused 
on a small group of designers, particularly Gustav 
Klutsis, El Lissitzky, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and 
the Stenberg brothers. Dolgorukov has garnered 
OLWWOH�DWWHQWLRQ�GHVSLWH�WKH�GHıQLWLYH�UROH�KH�SOD\HG�
in his own national context, and as yet there is 
no dedicated study on his work in English. The 
situation is little better in the Russian-language 
literature. Although a 1973 Russian catalogue of 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�ZRUN�QRWHG�WKDW�ŗPLOOLRQV�RI�6RYLHW�
viewers know the poster art of Dolgorukov very 
well, millions of Soviet readers are familiar with 
WKH�KLJK�PDVWHU\�RI�'ROJRUXNRY�LQ�WKH�ıHOG�RI�
caricature,”1 there is still no substantial Russian 
VWXG\�RI�WKLV�LPSRUWDQW�JUDSKLF�DUWLVWŖV�ZRUN��

The present publication is mostly based on 
archival research in Moscow and on articles 
dedicated to poster design and published in 
Soviet periodicals of the 1920s–1930s, as well 
DV�RQ�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�RZQ�PHPRLUV��Stranitsy 
zhizni (Life Chapters), published in Russian.2 
Taking a close look at the historical context in 
which Dolgorukov began his artistic practice, this 
essay investigates the personal and professional 
formation that brought this artist to poster design. 
7KH�HVVD\�VKRZFDVHV�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�HYROYLQJ�
concerns—both artistic and political—from the  

Fig. 1. Nikolai Dolgorukov, The Hot Band is Dangerous!,  
c.1930. Lithograph

Fig. 2. Nikolai Dolgorukov, The Red Army—the Pride of the 
Soviet People!, 1937. Lithograph
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to my eyes in a bearskin coat, raced through the 
snowy wind on forest roads to the ringing of bells. 
Often on a dark night we were escorted from the 
forest edge by howling, hungry packs of wolves, 
YLVLEOH�IURP�WKH�JUHHQLVK�UHĲ�HFWLRQ�RI�WKHLU�H\HV�Ř4

1DWXUH�DQG�PXVLF�ı�OOHG�WKH�DUWLVWŖV�FKLOGKRRG�
memories. Both his parents sang very well, and 
his mother took part in various performances, 
while his older sister was a talented pianist. Parties 
DW�KLV�SDUHQWVŖ�KRPH�ZHUH�DOZD\V�ı�OOHG�ZLWK�PXVLF�
and singing. No wonder that in his childhood 
and youth, Dolgorukov dreamed of a career as 
an opera singer and initially gave little thought 
to becoming a visual artist.5�+LV�ı�UVW�FKLOGKRRG�
drawings were inspired by fairy tales describing 
battles between legendary Russian heroes 
and dragons.6 Yet when Dolgorukov studied at 
the Real’noe uchilishche (secondary school) 
from 1912 to 1919, history was his favorite 
subject, and he began making complex artwork 
compositions on historical themes.7 His budding 
artistic talent was recognized at early age, when 
he drew caricatures of his teachers and his 
classmates.8

While still at school, Dolgorukov also became 
interested in theatrical design; he constructed a 
maquette of a theater stage from a wooden box 
DQG�FUHDWHG�FDUGERDUG�ı�JXUHV�RI�YDULRXV�WKHDWULFDO�
characters from Russian and ancient history. He 
XVHG�D�SRFNHW�Ĳ�DVKOLJKW�WR�FUHDWH�OLJKW�Hĳ�HFWV�IRU�
his theater productions, acting simultaneously as 
a director, a lighting and stage designer, and an 
actor in his own theater. 

'XULQJ�WKH�ı�UVW�GD\V�RI�WKH�)HEUXDU\�5HYROXWLRQ�RI�
1917, Dolgorukov himself became a witness to 
the unfolding of historic events. He later recalled 
his childhood impressions in his memoirs: 
“There were many red banners and red bows, 
and policemen of the former regime now under 
arrest.”9 Yekaterinburg was the site of struggle 
during the Russian Civil War (1918–1921), and 
it was there that the imprisoned imperial family 
was assassinated in July 1918 during a period of 
%ROVKHYLN�FRQWURO��$IWHU�WKH�ı�UP�HVWDEOLVKPHQW�RI�
Soviet power, it was renamed Sverdlovsk in 1924, 

in honor of the Soviet Communist Party leader 
Yakov Sverdlov (1885–1919).10 Sverdlovsk was 
designated the capital of the Urals region and 
became one of the largest administrative and 
political centers in the country. 

After graduating from secondary school in 1919, 
Dolgorukov worked as a draftsman for the 
Verkh-Isetsky factory in Yekaterinburg. He also 
created stage designs for the radical revolutionary 
theater groups which were brought together in 
1919 under the umbrella organization Terevsat 
(Theater of Revolutionary Satire).11 The leadership 
of Terevsat considered its primary job to be 
providing humorous commentary on current 
SROLWLFDO�HYHQWV��DOEHLW�ZLWKLQ�RĴ��FLDO�QRUPV��DQG�
XVHG�RĴ��FLDO�QHZVSDSHU�UHSRUWV�DV�WKH�EDVLV�IRU�
improvisations. It made use of genres such as 
operetta, vaudeville, and chastushki (traditional 
folk verse) to propagate revolutionary ideas, 
DQG�ZDV�WKH�GLUHFW�DQWHFHGHQW�RI�WKH�LQĲ�XHQWLDO�
Siniaia bluza (Blue Blouse) movement, founded 
in 1923.12 Terevsat’s use of popular humor 
and everyday styles of speech made their 
performances accessible even to the general 
public, some of whom had had access to only 
limited schooling.13 Dolgorukov produced stage 
designs for this theater in a similarly accessible 
PDQQHU��RFFDVLRQDOO\�DGRSWLQJ�WKH�VLPSOLı�HG�DQG�
stylized type of imagery typical of lubki (popular 
prints). 

After serving in the Red Army from 1922 to 
1924, Dolgorukov enrolled in the Department 
RI�$UFKLWHFWXUH�DW�6YHUGORYVNŖV�8UDO�0LQLQJ�
and Construction Institute, where he designed 
houses. Some of his works were selected for 
inclusion in exhibitions of the best student works. 
At the same time, Dolgorukov also studied at the 
vocal studio at the Gosudarstvennyi opernyi teatr 
(State Opera Theater).14 In the summer of 1925, 
Dolgorukov traveled around the industrial regions 
RI�WKH�8UDOV��YLVLWLQJ�RYHU�ı�IW\�SODQWV�DQG�IDFWRULHV�
and creating numerous pencil and ink drawings 
on such themes as industrial processes and 
expressive views of machinery (Fig. 5). According 
to the artist, it was his visits to the Nizhny-Tagil 
Metallurgical Plant in particular that helped Fig. 4. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Worker and Farmer—in the Ranks of the Society of 

Friends of Radio. Radio at the Service of Socialist Construction!, 1932. Lithograph

Fig. 3. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Bolster the Ranks of Stakhanovites!, 
1936. Lithograph
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develop his future interest in industrial themes. It 
was there that he could observe and study steel 
casting in the open hearth furnace, a process that 
impressed him greatly. 

In the fall of that same year, Dolgorukov began 
work as a stage designer for the Sverdlovsk State 
Opera Theater, where he had previously sung as 
a student in the vocal studio. Dolgorukov initially 
assisted Aleksandr Dubrovin, the Chief Artistic 
'LUHFWRU��EXW�WKH�\RXQJ�DUWLVWŖV�WDOHQW�TXLFNO\�
became evident and he was soon entrusted with 

creating his own stage sets (Figs. 6, 7). 

As was the case with many other radical Russian 
artists of the period, Dolgorukov experimented 
with various modernist styles.15 Living in the 
Urals in the 1920s, Dolgorukov was far away 
from Moscow, the hotbed of the Russian avant-
garde,16 where artists at that time could see 
ı�UVWKDQG�WKH�ZRUNV�E\�PDMRU�PRGHUQ�)UHQFK�
masters in the newly founded State Museum of 
New Western Art.17 However, by 1925 the young 
artist could have learned about Cubo-Futurism, 
Neo-Primitivism, and Suprematism in the Ural 
State Museum in Sverdlovsk, whose holdings 
now featured outstanding works from almost 
every movement of Russian avant-garde.18

'ROJRUXNRYŖV�LQWHUHVW�LQ�&XER�)XWXULVP19 is 
especially apparent in his stage designs for the 
opera I gioielli della Madonna by Ermanno Wolf-
Ferrari (1876–1948), produced in 1927 under the 
title Ozherel’e madonny at the Sverdlovsk Opera 
Theater. These designs are characterized by 
angular geometry and shifting planes. 

Dolgorukov also approached another task—to 
create a painted sign for a shop—in a Cubist 
and Suprematist mode. A brief state experiment 
with private ownership in the early 1920s called 
the New Economic Policy (NEP) saw the revival 
of some private shops and restaurants, and 
one of these newly minted business owners 
commissioned Dolgorukov to design the shop 
VLJQ��+RZHYHU��WKH�DUWLVWŖV�XQRUWKRGR[�DSSURDFK�
outraged the client, who complained about 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�ŗZLOG�H[SHULPHQWDO�VW\OHŘ�DQG�
refused to pay the artist his full fee.20

For a 1927 production of the Edwardian musical 
comedy Geisha, ili istoriia odnogo chainogo 
doma (The Geisha, a story of a tea house) at 
the State Opera Theater, Dolgorukov not only 
produced stage designs but also sang the role 
of Reginald Fairfax, Lieutenant of the Royal Navy. 
As Dolgorukov later noted in his memoirs, his 
activity as a poster designer began while he was 
still working in the State Opera Theater. He was 
GHVLJQLQJ�VWDJH�VHWV�IRU�%L]HWŖV�RSHUD�Carmen 
while researching the historical background in the 

Fig. 5. Nikolai Dolgorukov, View of the Verkh-Isetsky 
Metallurgical Plant, Sverdlovsk, 1925. Ink on paper

Figs. 6, 7. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Stage design for Ermanno 
Wolf-Ferrari’s 1911 opera I gioielli della Madonna (The Jewels 
of the Madonna), staged at the Sverdlovsk State Opera 
Theater, 1927

FLW\ŖV�OLEUDULHV��DQG�FDPH�DFURVV�D�ODUJH�DOEXP�RI�
Spanish posters. He was so greatly impressed 
by their dynamic compositions and bold colors 
that he included images of them in his design 
of the last act. He also began collecting political 
posters and developed a special appreciation 
for those by the Futurist poet and artist Vladimir 
Mayakovsky (1893–1930) and the poster artists 
Victor Deni (1893–1946) and Dmitrii Moor (1883-
1946).21 Dolgorukov also carefully studied a 1925 
book by Viacheslav Polonsky dedicated to the 
Russian Revolutionary poster.22 Polonsky headed 
the editorial and publishing work of the Red Army 
during the Russian Civil War and was one of most 
authoritative researchers in the early history of 
6RYLHW�SRVWHU��3RORQVN\ŖV�VWDWHPHQW�LQ�KLV�ERRN�
on Russian revolutionary posters particularly 
resonated with the young artist: 

 [It was] not the pictures hung in museums  
 but book illustrations passed from hand  
 to hand by art lovers, not frescoes   
 accessible to a few, but posters and lubki  

(popular prints)—in millions of copies, at  
 a mass scale, and street art—that will 
 bring art closer to the people…23

In 1928, Dolgorukov took part in an exhibition of 
works by artists from the Urals. V. A. Shestakov, a 
GHVLJQHU�DW�0RVFRZŖV�7KHDWHU�RI�WKH�5HYROXWLRQ��
who was at that time in Sverdlovsk with his 
WKHDWULFDO�WURXSH��WRRN�QRWH�RI�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�ZRUN�
and suggested that he enroll in the Graphic Arts 
Department of VKhUTEIN (The Higher Art and 
Technical Institute), an innovative Soviet art school 
in Moscow.24 Dolgorukov was accepted in 1928 
after passing the entrance exams in drawing, 
painting, and composition with excellent grades 
and submitting glowing recommendation letters 
from the Sverdlovsk Opera Theater, the Vserabis 
(Soviet Union Trade Union of Art Workers), and 
the well-known Moscow theater designer F. F. 
Fedorovsky (1883–1955).25 In addition to his 
studies at VKhUTEIN, Dolgorukov also attended 
extracurricular drawing classes at the Dom 
rabotnikov iskusstv (House of Art Workers). As 
the artist recalled, he excelled in his studies of 
perspective and in sculpture, but painting was far 

PRUH�GLĴ��FXOW�IRU�KLP�WR�PDVWHU�26

,QLWLDOO\�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\�/HQLQŖV�JRYHUQPHQW�LQ�
1920 as VKhUTEMAS (Higher State Artistic 
Technical Workshops)27 and re-named VKhUTEIN 
in 1927, this “specialized educational institution 
for advanced artistic and technical training” 
ZDV�FUHDWHG�WR�ŗSUHSDUH�KLJKO\�TXDOLı�HG�DUWLVW�
practitioners for the modern industry.”28 Both an 
art school and a design laboratory where training, 
experimentation, and production happened 
side by side, it was the foremost platform for 
the institutionalization of the avant-garde. Yet 
VKhUTEIN was not without its critics. Evgeny 
Katsman (1890–1976), one of the founders 
of the conservative, realistically minded group 
of artists known as AKhRR (Association of the 
Artists of Revolutionary Russia), commented: 

 Everything that is coming from the   
 VKhUTEIN is ninety percent harmful.  
 Pedagogues at the VKhUTEIN are   
� WKH�ŕ(XURSHDQVŖ�LQ�WKH�ZRUVW�VHQVH�RI��
 this word; most of them are just pure  
 aesthetes, completely apolitical, and in  
� FRQĲ�LFW�ZLWK�WKH�5HYROXWLRQ�29

At VKhUTEIN, avant-garde artists were placed 
in important pedagogical and administrative 
positions, where they advocated a culture based 
on new principles in art, design, typography, and 
architecture. The preeminent artistic movement of 
the time was Constructivism, whose proponents 
proclaimed a new synthesis of art and industry 
in their program of April 1, 1921, written by 
Aleksei Gan.30 By the late 1920s, the tenets of 
&RQVWUXFWLYLVP�H[HUWHG�D�VLJQLı�FDQW�LQĲ�XHQFH�
on painting, book design, architecture, theater, 
and poster design. Denouncing traditional easel 
painting in favor of socially useful art, such as 
reproducible and widely available works like 
propaganda books and posters, Constructivist 
DUWLVWV�Rĳ�HUHG�SKRWRPRQWDJH�DV�WKH�PRVW�
Hĳ�HFWLYH�DOWHUQDWLYH�WR�SDLQWLQJ��ZKLFK�WKH\�
rejected as “a bourgeois phenomenon.”31

7UDLQLQJ�DW�9.K87(,1�ZDV�VRPHZKDW�GLĳ�HUHQW�
WKDQ�WKDW�Rĳ�HUHG�HOVHZKHUH�ZLWKLQ�WKH�8665��
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The ideas of Constructivism were introduced 
into artistic practice,32 and in their attempts to 
link art with industry, technology, and the ideals 
of a classless society through the production 
of socially useful objects, avant-garde artists 
developed the notion of the artist-as-engineer 
and some of the curriculum was based on the 
principles of “production art.”33 Many teachers 
and students at VKhUTEMAS/VKhUTEIN viewed 
mass-circulated print works calling for action as 
their primary medium, replacing traditional easel 
painting and one-of-a-kind graphic works. As 
Dolgorukov recalled in his memoirs, students of 
the Graphic Arts department at VKhUTEMAS/
VKhUTEIN not only studied drawing, typography, 
and various printing techniques, including 
woodcut, lithography, zincography, and etching, 
but also practiced how to produce actual posters 
DQG�ERRNV�LQ�WKH�GHSDUWPHQWŖV�SULQWLQJ�VKRS�34 
,Q�KLV������DUWLFOH�ŗ,]REUHWDWHOŖQRVWŖ�Y�SODNDWHŘ�
(Inventiveness in the Poster), Nikolai Tarabukin 
(1889–1956), a Soviet art and theater historian 
and theorist, argued:

 The role of the poster designer is  
 nearly identical to the role of the engineer- 
 constructor. Both are inventors of the  
 form of things, of form not having an  
 independent existence, but serving the  
 purpose of a product…The master of the  
 poster, drafting his project like an engineer  
 building a model of an object, should keep  
 in mind that he is not creating something  
 unique but an object of mass production  
 which reaches the consumer not in   
 that form in which it was created by the  
 hands of the inventor (as in easel painting),  
 but in a mechanically reproduced form,  
 going through the stages of machine  
 production.35

While a student at the VKhUTEIN in 1929, 
Dolgorukov saw an exhibition of workplace 
safety posters at the Moscow Museum of 
Labor Protection. While still living in Sverdlovsk, 
Dolgorukov had created two workplace safety 
posters. In 1929 he visited the exhibition of 
workplace safety posters at the Moscow Museum 

of Labor Protection, and by chance he met one 
of his former Sverdlovsk poster editors at this 
Moscow exhibition; the editor helped him secure 
his own commissions for the design of workplace 
safety posters produced by the Museum.  
(Fig. 8; pp. 71, 77)��'ROJRUXNRYŖV�SRVWHU�GHVLJQV�
were well received at the Khudsovet (Artistic 
$GYLVRU\�%RDUG���DQG�0D\DNRYVN\��'ROJRUXNRYŖV�
favorite poet, even praised them during one of 
the discussions of new poster designs organized 
by Khudsovet.36 In homage to the poet, 
Dolgorukov later created a series of postcards 
LOOXVWUDWLQJ�0D\DNRYVN\ŖV�YHUVH�(Fig. 9).

During his second year at the VKhUTEIN , 
Dolgorukov studied drawing under the noted 
book illustrator Lev Bruni (1894–1948)37 and 
poster design with Moor, then the preeminent 
poster artist in the USSR. Before the 1917 
Revolution, Bruni had been part of the avant-
garde creative community of artists, poets, 
writers, musicians, and critics in Petrograd who 
gathered around Vladimir Tatlin (1885–1953), 
the father of Russian Constructivism, and 
Futurist poet Velimir Khlebnikov (1885–1922).38 
Together with Tatlin, Bruni made abstract, non-
utilitarian constructions which were presented 
at the important avant-garde exhibition Magazin 
(The Store) in Moscow in 1916.39 Unlike Bruni, 

Fig. 8. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Poster: Beware of Intoxication, 
1930. Lithograph
Fig. 9. Nikolai Dolgorukov with text by Vladimir Mayakovsky, 
postcard: Technological Progress is a Major Path to 
Communism!, n.d. Lithograph

Moor in his works embraced traditional styles and 
color symbolism drawn from religious and folk 
art. VKhUTEIN was a pluralist platform for many 
competing factions and artists, and Bruni and 
Moor held divergent views on art and produced 
ZRUN�WKDW�ZDV�YDVWO\�GLĳHUHQW�LQ�FRQFHSW�DQG�
VW\OH��1HYHUWKHOHVV��HDFK�KDG�D�VLJQLıFDQW�
LPSDFW�RQ�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�FUHDWLYH�GHYHORSPHQW��
,W�ZDV�DW�9.K87(,1�WKDW��XQGHU�WKH�LQĲXHQFH�RI�
his teachers, such as Bruni, Dolgorukov was 
LQWURGXFHG�WR�DYDQW�JDUGH�LGHDV�W\SLıHG�E\�
experiments that explored geometric and linear 
form and dynamism. 

'ROJRUXNRYŖV�IXOO�HPEUDFH�RI�&RQVWUXFWLYLVP�LV�
evident in posters of the early 1930s such as 
Transport Worker, Improve Your Knowledge to 
Restructure the Transport System (1930)  
(p. 69); Provide a Powerful Basis for Industrializing 
the Country’s Eastern Regions by Intensive 
Implementation of the Financial Plan (1931) 
(p. 81); Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the 
Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises! (1931) (p. 
87); and Proletariat of the World Unite Under 
the Banner of World October (1932) (p. 103).40 
These posters contained features which were 
ıUPO\�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�&RQVWUXFWLYLVW�W\SRJUDSK\�
DQG�DHVWKHWLFV��LQFOXGLQJ�WKH�SODFHPHQW�RI�ıJXUHV�
in non-linear perspective and non-chronological 
narrative, compositional clarity, a limited range 
of colors, imagery evoking the functionality and 
WKH�HĴFLHQF\�RI�WKH�PDFKLQH�DQG�WHFKQRORJ\��
and the integration of photography. The artist 

introduced an array of abstract graphic devices, 
including outlines, spirals, and concentric 
circles, which implied dynamic movement 
(Fig. 10)��'ROJRUXNRYŖV�XQGDWHG�GHVLJQ�IRU�
Kinopromyshlennost’ (Film Industry) includes 
circular lines reminiscent of of intense blasts 
of radio energy (p. 121). In some of his works, 
slogans are also presented in a dynamic 
diagonal. Like the Bauhaus artists and the 
Russian Constructivists who opted for sans serif 
type, Dolgorukov used blocky sans serif Cyrillic 
letterforms to accentuate the mechanical quality 
of his design. 

The poster Za mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletarii vsekh 
stran soediniaites’! (Proletariat of the World 
Unite Under the Banner of World October!, 
�����LV�RQH�RI�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�PRVW�VXFFHVVIXO�
in the Constructivist mode (p. 103). Dedicated 
to the idea of World Revolution, it depicts 
GHPRQVWUDWLRQV�RI�ZRUNHUV�RI�GLĳHUHQW�QDWLRQDOLWLHV�
and ethnicities from around the world and 
incorporates slogans in multiple languages. 
Dolgorukov set up a contrast between two sets 
of photographs—separated by what appears 
to be a grid of prison bars—to create an 
image calling for international revolution. In the 
foreground, groups of joyful workers in the Soviet 
Union march in a May Day parade honoring the 
LQWHUQDWLRQDO�ZRUNHUVŖ�KROLGD\��6XFK�LPDJHV�GLG�
not stress the individual, but were manifestations 
of generalized types of the “New Soviet Person” 
that was both a moral and intellectual exemplar 
DQG�D�VSHFLıF�SK\VLFDO�W\SH��FRPSULVLQJ�D�
repository of conventional masculine qualities 
and athleticism. In the background, Dolgorukov 
depicts masses of angry demonstrators in 
foreign capitalist countries who face down police 
repression as they rally in support of the Soviet 
Union. For the representation of both Soviet 
citizens and demonstrators in capitalist countries, 
Dolgorukov employed photomontage, selected 
unusual angles, and used contrasting scales and 
views, thus forming a dynamic style.

'ROJRUXNRYŖV�DUW�ZDV�VWURQJO\�LQIRUPHG�QRW�MXVW�
by Constructivism, but also by the longstanding 
tradition of caricatures in Russian and European 

Fig. 10. Nikolai Dolgorukov, The Last Hour. ;OL�6ќLUZP]L�VM�
the Red Army Continues…, 1943. Lithograph
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MRXUQDOV�DQG�QHZVSDSHUV��0RRU��'ROJRUXNRYŖV�
teacher at VKhUTEIN, had begun his career as 
an illustrator for satirical journals before the 1905 
Revolution, and by the 1920s was already an 
established designer of political posters  
(Fig. 11). Artist Aleksandr Deineka (1899–1969) 
had described Moor as “the commissar of 
propagandistic revolutionary art.” Moor noted 
that his major concern while working on his 
poster designs was to present complex ideas of 
Communist ideology in an accessible form, and 
this is what he taught his students to do.41 

:ULWLQJ�DERXW�KLV�ıUVW�LPSUHVVLRQ�RI�PHHWLQJ�0RRU��
Dolgorukov recalled: 

 Knowing well the posters of Moor
 —angry, venomously revealing, strictly  
 thought out, built on a comparison of  
 black and white, I imagined him to be 
 a taciturn, strict, even harsh man. But  
� KH�WXUQHG�RXW�WR�EH�FRPSOHWHO\�GLĳHUHQWő
 In a simple gray jacket with an open  
 collar, charming, cheerful, with crafty  
 humor, Moor immediately charmed and  
 disposed others to him.42

As Dolgorukov pointed out, Moor was an 
extremely sociable person and there were always 
crowds of artists, both young and mature, as 

ZHOO�DV�PXVLFLDQV��ıOP�GLUHFWRUV��DFWRUV��DQG�DUW�
historians who visited him from early morning 
till late at night in his modestly decorated, tiny 
apartment.43�'ROJRUXNRY�DOVR�DVNHG�0RRUŖV�
permission to visit him at home to show his 
mentor his workplace safety posters, and 
remembered that although Moor was very 
modest in his everyday life and cared little 
for material possessions, he would become 
absolutely implacable and even frenzied when it 
came to art or poster designs he did not like.44 

Dolgorukov showed Moor his posters that 
combined drawing and photography, which 
JDUQHUHG�0RRUŖV�DSSURYDO��+RZHYHU��KH�FULWLFL]HG�
Dolgorukov for his “unskillful” use of type in his 
early poster designs, stressing the importance 
of placing a title and slogan in the most striking 
SRVLWLRQ�LQ�WKH�SRVWHUŖV�RYHUDOO�FRPSRVLWLRQ��
Moor also taught Dolgorukov how to employ 
the color successfully in his poster designs. 
He observed that although a designer might 
XVH�PDQ\�GLĳHUHQW�FRORUV��KLV�SRVWHU�FRXOG�VWLOO�
look “colorless and gray” from a distance, and 
compared this phenomenon to the use of color 
by Neo-Impressionist artists who employed a 
Pointillist technique of painting in which small, 
distinct, tiny dots of pure colors are applied in 
SDWWHUQV�ZKLFK�DUH�EOHQGHG�LQ�WKH�YLHZHUŖV�H\H�
to form an image.45 In order to avoid a “colorless” 
impression, Moor argued, it is important to 
choose one main color which should be 
prevalent in the design. This “leading” color, as 
Moor called it, should be closely connected to 
the main theme of the poster.46 Learning from his 
mentor, Dolgorukov wrote in his memoirs: 

� 7KHUH�LV�D�KXJH�GLĳHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ���
� KRZ�D�SRVWHU�ORRNV�LQ�WKH�HGLWRULDO�RĴFHV��
 of the publishing house versus how it  
 looks on the street. The most colorful  
 poster hung on billboards on the 
 street becomes pale and gray when it  

Fig. 11. Dmitrii Moor, >YHUNLS�PZ�:[PSS�(SP]L��-PUPZO�/PT�6ќ�
Without Mercy!, 1920. Lithograph

 is surrounded by the multicolored houses  
 and crowds of people and cars.47

In his conversations with Dolgorukov, Moor also 
stressed that the Soviet poster artist should focus 
his attention on utterly contemporary issues of 
social class and on visual legibility. As Moor wrote 
in his autobiography, he had always believed 
that “there is no art separate from life, no art 
XQUHODWHG�WR�D�VSHFLıF�VRFLDO�FODVV�Ř48 In his article 
ŗ2IRUPOHQLLX�SODNDWD�QDGR�XFKLWŖVLDŘ��,W�LV�QHFHVVDU\�
to study poster design), published in 1931 in the 
journal Brigada khudozhnikov, Moor argued: 

 For the poster, the content is the class  
� VWUXJJOHő$UWLVWLF�ıJXUDWLYH�UHDOLVP�LV�
 one of the methods of class struggle  
 that purposefully organizes class emotion,  
 and the perception of the class knowledge  
 of the artist, which by the selection of  
 means (linear, volume-spatial, and color) is  
 compacted into the pictorial expression  
 intrinsic to the artist. It actively establishes  
 a single visual surface, accessible for  
 understanding and reaction by his class.49

Moor also strongly believed that the process of 
creating a poster required close collaboration 
between the artist and the printer, and that in 
order to be successful any designer should 
be well acquainted with all nuances of printing 
technique. As he argued, a poster is “a 
production, not just a reproduction.”50 Dolgorukov 
later wrote in his memoirs that “over a decade and 
a half, studying with Moor, visiting his apartment 
numerous times (and in 1933 even living at his 
place), I always listened with admiration and 
a feeling of great gratitude to this wonderful 
artist.”51 With the permission and approval of 
Moor, Dolgorukov created some designs for 
workplace health and safety posters as one of his 
assignments. He not only created original designs 
but also went to the printing shop and oversaw 

their printing, thus learning all the steps of poster 
creation, from implementation to production.52

At the same time, the political poster in the Soviet 
Union was being closely monitored in order to 
serve as an appropriate aesthetic expression 
of Communist ideology. From the beginning 
of the Soviet regime, posters were seen as a 
vitally important medium for communicating 
with and educating the masses, and a strict 
system of control over their production had 
been established immediately after the Bolshevik 
Revolution.53 As Tarabukin argued: “The poster is 
not only a product of social consumption. Above 
all, it is a WEAPON OF MASS INFLUENCE…
The agitational poster does not decorate, but 
summons.”54 

Initially, annual thematic plans for poster 
production were developed by the publishing 
houses based on the “recommendations” (which 
were in reality demands) of the Propaganda 
Department of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party. These topics had to be 
approved by the senior editor, senior artistic 
director, and director of a publishing house. 
After that, all topics for the posters had to 
EH�VXEPLWWHG�IRU�ıQDO�DSSURYDO�WR�WKH�&HQWUDO�
Committee of the Communist Party. Designs had 
to undergo a similar process: they were reviewed 
by the Khudsovet (Artistic Advisory Board), 
followed by their evaluation by Glavlit (the Central 
Administration for Literature and the Press).55

The 1930s were some of the most traumatic 
years of the Soviet era. The disastrous 
collectivization of 1930–193356 led to mass 
deportations and famine, and waves of mass 
executions, later called the Great Purge or 
Great Terror, were carried out throughout the 
country beginning in 1937. The 1930s also 
saw the reorganization of the Soviet censorship 
system. From the early 1930s onward, an 
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RĴ��FLDO�UHSUHVHQWDWLYH�IURP�*ODYOLW�ZDV�SODFHG�
at each publishing house and was charged 
with overseeing the production and distribution 
of all posters published there.57 On March 11, 
1931, the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party issued the decree “O plakatnoi literature” 
(On poster literature), which called for serious 
LGHRORJLFDO�GHı�FLHQFLHV�LQ�SRVWHU�SURGXFWLRQ�WR�EH�
noted and singled out a number of objectionable 
designs for criticism.58 Dolgorukov noted in his 
memoirs that he considered this Party decree 
“an important event in the cultural life of the 
Soviet Union.”59 “The Resolution of the Central 
Committee of the VKP (b) about Poster-Picture 
Agitation and Propaganda” (1931) declared: 

 The poster and the mass printed picture  
 penetrate into all nooks of communal life  
 and are an irreplaceable visual means  
 for the ideological re-education of the  
 broad masses. The [Communist] Party  
 cannot ignore this mighty weapon of  
� LQĲ�XHQFH��HVSHFLDOO\�ZKHQ�WKLV�ZHDSRQ��
 rather often turns up in the neutral or  
 enemy hands of opportunists and   
 philistines…Each poster should be a 
 strike against the enemy, it should be  
 able to expose and evaluate reality, and 
 it should intervene in life and truly change  
 it in the interests of the proletarian   
 revolution. It should not be a neutral,  
 apolitical, abstract, self-absorbed art.60

In addition, the decree ordered that the publication 
of all mass poster-picture production should 
be united within IZOGIZ.61 It also demanded 
WKDW�WKH�ı�QH�DUWV�VHFWLRQV�RI�WKH�&RPPXQLVW�
$FDGHP\�EH�LQYROYHG�LQ�SRVWHU�SLFWXUH�Dĳ�DLUV�IRU�
practical assistance. Finally, it aimed to organize 
D�ZRUNHUVŖ�FRXQFLO�RI�UHSUHVHQWDWLYHV�IURP�WKH�
largest industrial enterprises of Moscow within 
IZOGIZ, to establish preliminary discussion of 
,=2*,=ŖV�SXEOLVKLQJ�SODQV�DW�HQWHUSULVHV��DQG�WR�

enlist workers to comment upon the sketches 
for posters. As a result, the Ob”edinenie 
rabotnikov revoliutsionnogo plakata/ORRP
[Association of Workers of Revolutionary Poster], 
a special professional organization for poster 
artists, was established in 1932, with Moor as 
its head. One hundred and forty-nine artists, 
including Dolgorukov, became members of this 
association.62

During this period of increasing state control 
and censorship, Dolgorukov was also becoming 
particularly interested in photomontage
(pp. 95, 103). In their quest to address social 
FRQFHUQV�ZLWKRXW�UHVRUWLQJ�WR�ı�JXUDWLYH�SDLQWLQJŠ
and to circumvent the limitations of abstraction, 
then the dominant mode of avant-garde art—the 
Russian Constructivists had begun to experiment 
with the introduction of photographic material 
into their poster designs. Gustav Klutsis, who 
actively pursued the political applications of 
photomontage in his work and was an instructor 
at VKhUTEMAS/VKhUTEIN, claimed credit for 
FUHDWLQJ�WKH�YHU\�ı�UVW�ZRUN�RI�SKRWRPRQWDJH�LQ�
the USSR, called Dinamicheskii gorod (Dynamic 
City, 1919) (Fig. 12).63 In his memoirs, however, 
Dolgorukov expressed a rather negative opinion 
about his encounter with Klutsis while he was a 
student at VKhUTEIN, noting that the older artist 

Fig. 12. Gustav Klutsis, Design for Dynamic City, 1919. Cut-
and-pasted gelatin silver prints, gouache, aluminum foil, and 
crayon on paper

Fig. 13. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Soviet Airships Must and Will Fly Over the Soviet Union, 
1932. Lithograph
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was often jealous of the artistic achievements of 
his own students. As early as 1923, Boris Arvatov, 
an art critic who championed utilitarian “production 
art” and was one of the theoreticians of the 
Constructivist journal LEF (Left Front of the Arts), 
wrote: 

 Resolutely rejecting room-museum easel  
 painting, the contributors of LEF are 
� ıJKWLQJ�IRU�WKH�SRVWHU��IRU�LOOXVWUDWLRQ��IRU��
� DGYHUWLVHPHQWV��SKRWRV�DQG�ıOP�PRQWDJH���
 i.e., for those forms of utilitarian graphic  
 art meant for the masses, executed  
 by means of machine technology, and  
 closely connected with the material daily  
 life of industrial workers.64 

Similarly, Aleksei Fedorov-Davydov, a Marxist 
sociologist and curator, argued in 1932: 

 The principle of photomontage—the  
 free compositional combination of   
� GLĳHUHQW�SKRWRJUDSKVŠPDNHV�LW
 possible to compare and combine in a 
� VLQJOH�ZRUN�GLĳHUHQW�SRLQWV�RI�YLHZ����
 multiple planes, and the rich play of   
� GLĳHUHQW�VFDOHV�RI�LQGLYLGXDO�LPDJHV��,WV�

 representational possibilities are expanded  
 even further by devices such as angled  
 shots, multiple exposures on the same  
� SODWH��VWUHWFKLQJ�WKH�ıOP��LPSULQWLQJ��DQG��
� VR�RQ��DQG�ıQDOO\��WKH�VXSHULPSRVLWLRQ�RI��
 drawing and writing.65 

Photomontage gradually became the primary 
medium of the Soviet propaganda poster 
during the First Five-Year Plan (1928–1932). 
But although Dolgorukov clearly shared other 
&RQVWUXFWLYLVW�DUWLVWVŖ�LQWHUHVW�LQ�SKRWRPRQWDJH��
and this media did become a crucial component 
of his artistic vocabulary (Fig. 13), he did 
not believe that photomontage was the only 
acceptable art form in poster design. As he later 
wrote:

 Klutsis, the ideologist and originator of  
 the photomontage method, published  
 several articles in which he totally rejected  
 all traditional art forms in favor of
 photomontage as the only acceptable
 art form that meets requirements of   
� ŕFRQWHPSRUDQHLW\�Ŗ�7KH�DEVXUGLW\�RI���
 such statements is now clear.66

Figs. 14, 15. Solomon Telingater, cover and spread from the book: Sergei Tretyakov, 1VOU�/LHY[ÄLSK��4VUVNYHWO

Dolgorukov was also certainly aware of avant-
garde artistic developments in the area of 
photomontage in Europe. He was especially 
LQĲXHQFHG�E\�WKH�ZRUN�RI�WKH�*HUPDQ�DUWLVW�
-RKQ�+HDUWıHOG������ş�������D�SLRQHHU�RI�
modern photomontage (Figs. 14, 15). In 
1931, the MBRKh, or Mezhdunarodnoe biuro 
revoliutsionnykh khudozhnikov (International 
%XUHDX�RI�5HYROXWLRQDU\�$UWLVWV���LQYLWHG�+HDUWıHOG�
to Moscow to work on several projects. In 
1RYHPEHU�DQG�'HFHPEHU�������+HDUWıHOG�
had a one-man show in Moscow where some 
three hundred of his works were displayed. 
(PSKDVL]LQJ�WKH�VLJQLıFDQFH�RI�+HDUWıHOGŖV�ZRUN��
Fedorov-Davydov wrote in his article on the artist: 
“[H]e has consciously put his art at the service 
of the proletarian revolution, and it is a weapon 
RI�WKH�3DUW\��7KLV�LV�ZK\�+HDUWıHOG�LV�D�SUROHWDULDQ�
artist.”67�6LPLODUO\��'ROJRUXNRY�FDOOHG�+HDUWıHOGŖV�
photomontages “works of major political and 
artistic power.”68

,Q�������WKH�VDPH�\HDU�+HDUWıHOG�KDG�KLV�
exhibition in Moscow, the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party announced the decision 
to build a subway system in Moscow, known as 
the Moscow Metro. This became a prestigious 
project, a mythical microcosm of the new 
socialist order, for which no pain nor expense 
was spared. Soviet authorities spent 750,000 
UXEOHV�VROHO\�RQ�WKH�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�RI�WKH�ıUVW�
line.69 The Moscow Metro was a kind of ideal 
representation of socialist city that was being 
built above ground, which explains the amazing 
mobilization of material and human resources.70 It 
was Stalin and Lazar Kaganovich (1893–1991), 
RQH�RI�6WDOLQŖV�FORVHVW�DLGHV��ZKR�EHFDPH�
known as the chief “architects” of this collective 
project. Kaganovich, in a speech given on May 
14, 1935, at a state function commemorating 
WKH�RSHQLQJ�RI�WKH�ıUVW�OLQH�RI�WKH�PHWUR��VWDWHG��
“The Moscow Metropolitan…goes far beyond the 
ordinary understanding of technical construction. 

Our Metropolitan is a symbol of the new socialist 
society currently built…”71 In his article on the 
discourse of the Moscow metro in the 1930s, 
architectural historian Mikhail Ryklin pointed out 
that the construction of the metro represented 
a war against what Kaganovich called the 
“prerevolutionary, old-regime” geology of 
Moscow, against the old world and the capitalist 
enemies all around.72 As Ryklin noted, Soviet 
metro discourse in the 1930s encompassed a 
constant stream of criticism of subway systems 
in the capitals of other countries—Paris, Berlin, 
London, New York—on the grounds that they 
were merely ordinary systems of transportation 
lacking a symbolic dimension.73

,Q�'ROJRUXNRYŖV������SRVWHU�DGYHUWLVLQJ�0RVFRZ�
QHZ�VXEZD\�V\VWHP��WKH�ŗZRUOGŖV�PRVW�EHDXWLIXO�
Metropolitan” (p. 91)��WKH�FKDRV�RI�WUDĴF�LQ�WKH�
old city center of Moscow in the photomontage 
at left is contrasted with its spaciousness and 
HĴFLHQF\�LQ�WKH�ODUJH�GUDZLQJ��%ROG�FRQWUDVWV�
such as these became the trademark of 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�VW\OH��,Q�KLV�VWXG\�IRU�WKLV�SRVWHU�
(p. 89)��'ROJRUXNRY�LQGLFDWHG�ZKHUH�WKH�SRVWHUŖV�
various components would go. He accompanied 
his sketches with the following descriptions: 
ŗ&RQWHPSRUDU\�0RVFRZ��ZLWK�LWV�KHDY\�WUDĴF��
bustle etc.,” “Moscow will look like this in the 
future,” “Metropolitan as the major means of 
solving [transportation] problems.” In the pre-
war period, the Moscow Metro was considered 
6WDOLQŖV�DFFRPSOLVKPHQW�par excellence, and 
Dolgorukov would later return to this theme, 
producing together with Deni the photomontage 
posters Est’ metro (The Metro is Here!, 1935;  
p. 109)��IHDWXULQJ�WKH�WRZHULQJ�ıJXUH�RI�6WDOLQ��
The Moscow Metro in these posters is presented 
not only as transportation system, but also as 
one of the principal symbols of the new Stalinist 
culture. 

In 1932, Dolgorukov received a commission 
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from the Marx-Engels-Lenin Museum for the 
poster Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniiu 
besklassovogo obshchestva (Building the 
Classless Society under the Banner of Lenin)  
(pp. 97, 99). For this poster, dedicated to the 
ıIWHHQWK�DQQLYHUVDU\�RI�WKH������%ROVKHYLN�
Revolution, Dolgorukov assembled various 
photographic clippings to create a new kind of 
UHDOLW\��D�SKRWRPRQWDJH�RI�WKH�ıJXUH�RI�/HQLQ�DV�
well as photographic images of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, the Paris Commune of 1871, and 
socialist constructions of the 1930s were all 
LQFOXGHG�DV�FRPSRQHQW�SDUWV�RI�WKH�SRVWHUŖV�
complex design. Arbitrarily juxtaposing these 
various historical events and phenomena, tearing 
them out of their “real” environment and placing 
them in an “unreal” one, Dolgorukov created a 
powerful poster. Building the Classless Society 
Under the Banner of Lenin was printed in a large 
edition and was also republished as postcards 
and calendars and reproduced in many journals. 
The Executive Committee of the Komintern 
(Communist International) commissioned the artist 
to create many versions of this poster in German, 
French, Chinese, and other languages for the 
distribution abroad. The artist also appropriated 
DQG�UHXVHG�/HQLQŖV�SKRWRJUDSK�WR�SRZHUIXO�
SROLWLFDO�HĳHFW�LQ�KLV������FROODERUDWLYH�ZRUN�ZLWK�
Moor, IZOGIZ. Poster-Newspaper No. 40  

(Figs. 16, 17). This type of poster had been 
produced in 1931–1932, and then again 
occasionally between 1934 and 1936. It was an 
attempt to revive the tradition of satirical sheets 
like the earlier Okna ROSTA (ROSTA Windows)74 
(Fig. 18) and to supply provincial Soviet towns 
with some visual propaganda material. The main 
type of such “poster-newspapers” consisted of 
international political reviews in which political 
texts were accompanied by drawings and 
satirical verses.75

In the USSR, rapid industrialization was intended 
to be achieved by a series of Five-Year Plans that 
would transform the country into a major industrial 
power. Socialist construction in this economically 
and culturally developing nation would require an 
HQRUPRXV�HĳRUW��GUDZLQJ�RQ�WKH�HQHUJLHV�DQG�
talents of millions of Soviet citizens. In the early 
1930s, Moor was appointed the editor of a series 
of posters about the First Five-Year Plan (1928–
1932), and he invited Dolgorukov to contribute 
his designs. Dolgorukov created as many as 
WKLUW\�ıYH�VNHWFKHV�XQWLO�0RRU�ıQDOO\�DSSURYHG�
only one of them and allowed it to be printed. 
6HYHUDO�RI�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�GHVLJQV�DQG�SRVWHUV�LQ� 
the Merrill C. Berman Collection convey the 
optimistic spirit of the First Five-Year Plan, 
focusing on imagery of industrial plants, blast 
furnaces, power stations, and construction sites; 
in particular, the Ural-and-Kuznetsk Combine 
EHFDPH�RQH�RI�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�PDLQ�VXEMHFWV��$�
period of colossal transformation was underway 
in the Urals, where Soviet power had been 
established and which the First Five-Year Plan 
HVWDEOLVKHG�DV�WKH�6RYLHW�8QLRQŖV�LQGXVWULDO�
base. Stalin was committed to uniting the natural 
resources of the region with those of Siberia 
to form a huge administration and production 
FRPSOH[��DQG�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�WKH�UHJLRQŖV�
economy required the strengthening of the 
electrical infrastructure as well as the extension of 
the network of land routes and waterways both 

Fig. 18. Vladimir Mayakovsky, Ukrainians and Russians Have a 
Common War Cry—the Polish Gentry will not be the Master of 
the Worker!, 1920. Lithograph (ROSTA)

Fig. 16. Nikolai Dolgorukov and Dmitrii Moor, IZOGIZ Poster-Newspaper No. 40, 1932. Lithograph

Fig. 17. Nikolai Dolgorukov and Dmitrii Moor, Visual Artistic-Political 
Manuals. Issue No. 1. From the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 to the 
beginning of the reconstruction period, c.1930s. Lithograph
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for communication with other regions and internal 
transportation of goods and cargo. The leading 
role in the economy belonged to the developing 
multi-sector industrial complex, the core of which 
represented ferrous metallurgy. In the text for 
his 1931 poster Provide a Powerful Basis for 
Industrializing the Country’s Eastern Regions by 
Intensive Implementation of the Financial Plan 
(p. 81), Dolgorukov emphasizes the goals of 
this industrial transformation: “In 1932, the Ural-
Kuznetskii (The Ural-and-Kuznetsk) Combine will 
supply the country with 4.5 million tons of pig 
iron, 2.5 million tons of coal, 2.8 billion kilowatt-
hours electricity, [and] 10 thousand kilometers 
of road track.” In his poster Transport Worker, 
Realize the Reconstruction of Transport by Gaining 
Technical Knowledge (p. 69)��D�ZRUNHUŖV�LPDJH�LV�
contextualized against a montaged backdrop of 
an industrial plant or construction site, while the 
text of the poster calls the workers to “>)XOıOO@�WKH�
Five-Year Plan in Four Years.” In April 1932, 1-aia 
Vsesoiuznaia vystavka plakata (The First All-Union 
Exhibition of Posters), dedicated to posters in 
the service of the Five-Year Plan, opened at the 
Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow. Dolgorukov, together 
with Georgy Stenberg, was put in charge of the 
design of the exhibition. 

Yet in the early 1930s, photomontage was 
already becoming the subject of heated debate 
among various Soviet artists and critics. Attacks 
against photomontage as an art form could be 
IRXQG�LQ�PDQ\�SXEOLFDWLRQV��$V�7XJHQGNKROŖG�
noted, “a great variety of scale in photomontage 
confuses viewers and photomontage presents 
D�SUREOHPDWLF�FRPELQDWLRQ�RI�YROXPHV�ZLWK�ĲDW�
drawing, and gray photography with color.”76 Art 
theorist and historian Ivan Matsa (1893–1974) 
argued that the use of photomontage in Soviet 
art was inappropriate, as it was “unintelligible 
to a large stratum of the Soviet population.”77 
Many other Soviet art critics characterized 
photomontage in terms of the legacy of so-called 

“formalism”78 because of its seemingly arbitrary 
juxtapositions and the placement of motifs in 
an “unreal” environment, marked by shifts and 
sharp contrasts, emphasis on texture, and 
fragmentation of images. Any artist experimenting 
with modernist styles was accused of being a 
“formalist,” which by then had become a serious 
political accusation, since “formalism” was now 
FOHDUO\�LGHQWLıHG�ZLWK�ERXUJHRLV�LGHRORJ\�DQG�
“decadence.”79 The 1932 article dedicated to the 
SURGXFWLRQ�RI�WKH�VSHFLıFDOO\�ŗSUROHWDULDQ�SRVWHUŘ�
published in the journal Za proletarskoe iskusstvo 
(For Proletarian Art), declared formalism to be 
one of the most dangerous tendencies in poster 

Fig. 21. Victor Deni, The Third International, 1921. Lithograph 
Fig. 22. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Stalingrad, 1942. 
Lithograph

Fig. 20. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Greetings to the 
Border Guards, Vigilant Guardians of Our Socialist Country!, 
1938. Lithograph

Fig. 19. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, The War Kitchen, 1934. Lithograph
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design. Its author wrote: “Formalism…eliminates 
the class content of our Socialist reconstruction 
DQG�LV�FKDUDFWHUL]HG�E\�DQWL�SUROHWDULDQ�LQĲXHQFHV��
7KH�ıJKW�DJDLQVW�IRUPDOLVP�VKRXOG�EH�FRQGXFWHG�
within the framework of serious theoretical 
thought and complete ideological transformation 
of the world outlook.”80 For many other critics, 
photomontage was unable to create a “truthful” 
UHĲHFWLRQ�RI�6RYLHW�OLIH��ZKLFK�ZRXOG�EHFRPH�
an important criterion for the ideologues of 
Socialist Realism by the late 1930s. Examining 
'ROJRUXNRYŖV�DUWLVWLF�GHYHORSPHQW��RQH�FDQ�VHH�
KRZ�WKH�DUWLVWŖV�LQWHUHVW�LQ�SKRWRPRQWDJH�KDG�
gradually faded by this time. 

Beginning in 1933 Dolgorukov carried out many 
SURMHFWV�ZLWK�9LNWRU�'HQL������ş�������0RRUŖV�
younger contemporary by ten years (Figs. 19-22). 
The eminent poster scholar Polonsky described 
Deni as a “brilliant caricaturist” to whom the 
spirit of the poster was absolutely “alien.” He 
FKDUDFWHUL]HG�'HQLŖV�SRVWHUV�DV�ŗODUJH�VDWLULFDO�
drawings” which “could be reproduced without 
detriment or even to their advantage on the pages 
of an illustrated journal or newspaper.”81 At the 
outset of the Soviet period Anatoly Lunacharsky, 
3HRSOHŖV�&RPPLVVDU�RI�(GXFDWLRQ��UHJDUGHG�
'HQLŖV�ZRUN�LQ�SRVWHU�GHVLJQ�YHU\�KLJKO\��:ULWLQJ�
to Vladimir Lenin in March 1920, Lunacharsky 
called Deni “one of the most sincere and talented 
of our friends,” who created “our best posters.”82 
7KH�LGHDV�H[SUHVVHG�LQ�'HQLŖV�SRVWHUV�ZHUH�
accessible to viewers from all backgrounds. To 
render his propaganda themes, he drew on a 
wide range of sources, including religious and 
folk art as well as imagery embraced by Western 
European revolutionary movements. 

$V�'ROJRUXNRY�ODWHU�UHFDOOHG��KH�ıUVW�PHW�'HQL�
personally at IZOGIZ in the winter of 1930: 

 [Deni] sat in the room, wrapped tightly  
 in a black warm coat, with his fur collar  

 up and looking in an unfriendly way at  
 the open window…It seemed impossible  
 that this thin, deeply sad, and unsociable  
 person was the author of such cheerful,  
 humorous drawings, sarcastic posters  
 and witty captions.83 

Dolgorukov noted that if Moor was a very 
sociable and cheerful person with a soft and 
crafty humor, Deni, on the contrary, was very 
antisocial, phobic, and paranoid. As Dolgorukov 
wrote: “He was always afraid of various illnesses, 
elevators, and open windows.”84

One day in the winter of 1933, Dolgorukov 
shared a tram with Deni after their meeting with 
other poster artists at IZOGIZ concerning an 
urgent commission to produce posters based 
on the results of the January Plenum of the TsK 
VKP (b) (Central Committee of the All-Union 
Communist Party of Bolsheviks). It was a very 
tight deadline—only three days to produce a 
SRVWHU�RQ�WKLV�WKHPH��'HQL�OLNHG�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�
posters on industrialization, which he had seen 
earlier at IZOGIZ, so he had suggested to 
Dolgorukov that they try collaborating on several 
GHVLJQV��7KH�ıUVW�SRVWHU�WKDW�WKH\�SURGXFHG�
in collaboration in 1933 was dedicated to the 

Fig. 23. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, The First Five-Year 
Plan began in 1928, 1933. Lithograph

achievements of the First Five-Year Plan (Fig. 23). 
At the end of 1932 the Kremlin announced that 
WKH�)LUVW�)LYH�<HDU�3ODQ�KDG�EHHQ�IXOıOOHG�DKHDG�
of time, within four years. The year 1933 was 
GHVLJQDWHG�DV�WKH�ıUVW�\HDU�RI�WKH�6HFRQG�)LYH�
Year Plan. As Dolgorukov wrote: 

 …when the First Five-Year Plan was  
 proposed, our enemies abroad laughed  
 at our Plan, calling it ‘utopia, absurd,
� DQG�IDQWDV\�Ŗ�$IWHU�WKLV�3ODQ�KDG�EHHQ��
 successfully achieved in both the   
 industrialization of the country and in the
 sphere of collectivization, what happened  
 to the impudent laughter of our enemies  
 and the mockery of spiteful critics? They  
 hung their heads sadly. It was precisely  
 on these two contrasting positions— 
� ŖEHIRUHŖ�DQG�ŕDIWHUŖŠWKDW�P\�ıUVW�MRLQW��
 poster with Deni was created.85

Deni worked on the part of the poster where 
these enemies are depicted in caricatures, while 
Dolgorukov supplied images of industrialization 
and collectivization.86 Much of the imagery of 
internal and external enemies which Deni included 
in his posters produced in collaboration with 
Dolgorukov in the 1930s had been featured in 
'HQLŖV�ZRUNV�FUHDWHG�GXULQJ�WKH�&LYLO�:DU������ş
�������'ROJRUXNRY�REVHUYHG�WKDW�'HQLŖV�LPDJHV�
were “comical personages in comical situations,” 

and that he “rarely used hyperbolic exaggeration” 
and was always concerned “with external portrait 
resemblance of his characters if they were 
based on real prototypes.”87�,Q�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�
collaborative work with Deni, transformations 
in his representational apparatus are obvious. 
,I�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�HDUOLHU�SRVWHUV�H[KLELWHG�
&RQVWUXFWLYLVW�LQĲXHQFHV��KLV�ODWHU�VW\OH�ZDV�
increasingly formed by his collaboration with Moor 
and Deni as he shifted away from the hybrid of 
drawing and photomontage to a more traditional, 
caricature-like style.88 (Figs. 19-22)
 
In June 1933, Dolgorukov began creating 
drawings for the Central Military newspaper 
Krasnaia zvezda (The Red Star) and soon 
became a regular contributor. In his newspaper 
drawings, Dolgorukov mostly depicted images 
glorifying the achievements of the USSR in 
socialist construction during the period of the 
Five-Year Plans, producing portraits of heroes 
RI�6RYLHW�ODERU��ZKLOH�KLV�FROOHDJXH�%RULV�(ıPRY�
created drawings for the same newspaper on 
the topic of international relations. Dolgorukov 
ZRXOG�ODWHU�FROODERUDWH�ZLWK�(ıPRY�RQ�DQWL�IDVFLVW�
posters during World War II (Fig. 24). On May 
18, 1934, Dolgorukov again collaborated with 
Deni, this time creating a drawing for the major 
&RPPXQLVW�3DUW\ŖV�QHZVSDSHU�Pravda.89 This 
drawing marked the beginning of his career as an 
illustrator, which would continue throughout the 
rest of his life.90

By the 1930s, Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin 
had tightened his grip on the reins of power. 
The year 1936 saw the beginnings of the 
Great Purge (or Great Terror), a campaign of 
repression and political persecution carried out 
in the USSR between 1936 and 1939 during 
which an enormous number of people were 
arrested, sent to labor camps, or executed.91 
Severe crackdowns in the cultural sphere were 
also part of this campaign. In 1936, a series of Fig. 24. 5PRVSHP�+VSNVY\RV]�HUK�)VYPZ�,ÄTV]��The World 

Powers are Invincible!, 1949. Lithograph
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editorial attacks on artists in a variety of media 
was published in the newspaper Pravda. That 
same year Dolgorukov completed a commission 
WR�SURGXFH�D�JLJDQWLF�ı�YH�PHWHU�ORQJ�SDQHO�RQ�
the theme of the Red Army for the Kremlin hall 
in which the Chrezvychainyi VIII S”ezd Sovetov 
(Eighth Extraordinary Congress of Soviets) was 
KHOG��$�QHZ�6RYLHW�&RQVWLWXWLRQ��XQRĴ��FLDOO\�
known as the Stalin Constitution, was adopted at 
WKLV�&RQJUHVV��6WDOLQŖV�LPDJH�LQ�6RYLHW�SRVWHUV��
QHZVSDSHUV��DQG�MRXUQDOV�ZDV�E\�QRZ�ı�UPO\�
connected to progress, industrialization, and 
economic success. As was this case with other 
propaganda artists during this period when the 
FXOW�RI�6WDOLQ�ZDV�GHYHORSLQJ�LQWR�LWV�IXOO\�Ĳ�HGJHG�
form, Dolgorukov often depicted the Leader 
(Figs. 25-27; p. 115).92 Praising Stalin and 
stressing his wisdom and power, many Soviet 
poster designers, including Dolgorukov, 
reinforced the mythic nature of the leader cult 
and lent it an almost magical power. Dolgorukov 
PDGH�6WDOLQŖV�LPDJH�LQFUHDVLQJO\�ODUJHU��PRUH�
solid and imposing. Towering above the masses, 
6WDOLQŖV�LPDJH�DFTXLUHV�DQ�RYHUZKHOPLQJ�
presence in such Dolgorukov posters as Long 
Live the Great, Invincible Banner of Marx Engels 
Lenin (1935), and Stalin’s Spirit Makes Our Army 
and Country Strong and Solid (1939). The cult 
RI�6WDOLQ�UHDFKHG�LWV�DSH[�RQ�WKH�OHDGHUŖV�VL[WLHWK�
birthday in December 1939, with World War II 
already underway. 

Fig. 25. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Stalin’s Spirit Makes 
Our Army and Country Strong and Solid!, 1939. Lithograph
Fig. 26. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Glory to Stalin’s 
Falcons—the Conquerors of Airspace!, 1937. Lithograph

Fig. 27. Nikolai Dolgorukov, Long Live the Great, Invincible 
Banner of Marx Engels Lenin, 1935. Lithograph

Fig. 28. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Any Aggressor will 
Crack His Obstinate Skull Against the Soviet Border Post—(V. 
Molotov), 1939. Lithograph

In the second half of the 1930s, Dolgorukov 
turned to the depiction of Soviet military might and 
WKH�WKHPH�RI�WKH�WKUHDW�RI�IDVFLVP��H[HPSOLı�HG�E\�
his poster Liuboi aggressor razob’et svoi mednyi 
lob o sovetskii pogranichnyi stolb (Any Aggressor 
Will Crack His Obstinate Skull Against the Soviet 
Border Post, 1939) (Fig. 28)��7KH�SRVWHUŖV�WLWOH�LV�
a quote from a speech given by Soviet Premier 
Minister Vyacheslav Molotov (1890–1986) 
and conveys the idea that any attack on the 
Soviet Union would be a foolish undertaking 
that could only hurt the aggressor. As the artist 
wrote in his memoirs, in the late 1930s he and 
Deni also received a commission to create a 
poster dedicated to the Soviet-Japanese border 
FRQĲ�LFWV��,Q�SDUWLFXODU��WKH�DUWLVWV�ZHUH�DVNHG�
WR�FRPPHPRUDWH�6RYLHW�SLORWVŖ�YLFWRU\�RYHU�WKH�
Japanese in the Battle of Khalkhin-Gol.93 Due 
WR�'HQLŖV�LOOQHVV��'ROJRUXNRY�KDG�WR�ZRUN�RQ�WKH�
preliminary studies for this poster alone, but all 
KLV�YHUVLRQV�ZHUH�UHMHFWHG�E\�WKH�$UWLVWVŖ�%RDUG��
As a result, he decided to ask Andrei Borisovich 
Yumashev, a well-known Soviet pilot, to become 
his consultant on the topic.94 Dolgorukov had met 
Yumashev at the exhibition XX let RKKA (Twenty 
<HDUV�RI�WKH�:RUNHUV�DQG�3HDVDQWVŖ�5HG�$UP\��

in Moscow. As it turned out, he himself was an 
amateur artist. He explained basic air combat 
tactics to the artist and even drew the initial 
FRPSRVLWLRQ�IRU�WKH�SRVWHU��8QGHU�WKH�SLORWŖV�
JXLGDQFH��'ROJRUXNRY�DQG�'HQL�FUHDWHG�D�ı�QDO�
version of the poster Kto silen v vozdukhe, tot 
v nashe vremia voobshche silen (Whoever is 
Strong in the Air is Strong in General) (Fig. 29), 
depicting the ferocity of the Soviet attack with an 
image of a Japanese aircraft shot down during 
aerial combat. 

At the beginning of June 1941, just before the 
RĴ��FLDO�VWDUW�RI�::,,�RQ�6RYLHW�VRLO��'ROJRUXNRY�
received a commission for another poster, Vragu 
ne budet poshchady! (There will be no Mercy 
for the Enemy!), in which he depicted Russian 
aircraft unleashing a hail of bombs on enemy 
positions (Fig. 30). In his initial version of the 
poster, the artist included an image of Adolf Hitler 
DV�D�VLJQLı�HU�IRU�WKH�HQHP\��EXW�WKH�SRVWHUŖV�
HGLWRU�GHPDQGHG�+LWOHUŖV�LPDJH�EH�HUDVHG�
because the German-Soviet non-aggression 
pact of August 1939 was still considered valid. 
As soon as Nazi forces invaded the Soviet 
Union on June 22, 1941, Dolgorukov, along 

Fig. 29. Victor Deni, Nikolai Dolgorukov, and A. B. Yumashev, 
Air Battle: “He Who is Strong in the Air is Strong in 
General”—K. Voroshilov, 1939. Lithograph

Fig. 30. Nikolai Dolgorukov, There Will Be No Mercy for the 
Enemy!, 1941. Lithograph
Fig. 31. Nikolai Dolgorukov, So It Was…So It Will Be!, 24 June 
1941. Lithograph
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with other poster designers, was summoned to 
the Department of Agitation and Propaganda of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party, 
where the artists were ordered to produce war-
related propaganda posters. By the next morning, 
'ROJRUXNRY�KDG�FUHDWHG�KLV�ıUVW�DQWL�1D]L�SRVWHU��
followed by a second the next day. The latter 
poster, entitled Tak bylo…tak budet! (So it was…
so it will be!) (Fig. 31)�GHSLFWHG�1DSROHRQ�ĲHHLQJ�
Russia after his shameful defeat, as well as Hitler 
impaled by a Red Army bayonet. By June 25, 
1941, three anti-Nazi posters by Dolgorukov were 
hanging on the streets of Moscow, on military 
DLUıHOGV��DQG�RQ�WKH�FDUULDJHV�RI�PLOLWDU\�HFKHORQV�
going to the front.

,Q�VWXG\LQJ�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�SRVWHUV�IURP�WKH�SRVW�
war period, it is clear that his artistic language 
changed from experimental, modernist, 
and Constructivist to become much more 
conservative, conforming more and more closely 
to the dogmatic rules of Socialist Realism 

Fig. 32. Nikolai Dolgorukov, American “Freedom”—a Prison for the People, 1950. Lithograph

(Fig. 32). In his narrations of the industrial and 
architectural achievements of the Soviet state, the 
artist often combined abstract formal elements 
of design with the documentary “truth” of 
SKRWRJUDSK\��LQFOXGLQJ�ıJXUDWLYH�SRUWUDLWV�RI�/HQLQ��
6WDOLQ��DQG�ZRUNHUV��,Q�DQDO\]LQJ�KRZ�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�
ideological and political strategies merged with his 
personal ambitions and career opportunities, we 
FDQ�VHH�WKDW�DOWKRXJK�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�JUDSKLF�ZRUNV�
embodied the utopian ideals of Soviet society, and 
the themes in his work attest to his strong political 
commitment to Communism, he often employed 
QRQ�ıJXUDWLYH�YLVXDO�YRFDEXODU\��JHRPHWULF�
fragmentation of space, and dramatically reduced 
perspective, all features which were typical of 
&RQVWUXFWLYLVP��/RRNLQJ�DW�ıJXUHV�OLNH�WKLV�KHOSV�
us to see that the distinction between avant-
garde visual syntax and Socialist Realism was not 
always absolute.95 
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translation became immediately popular among Russian artists and art critics. Cubo-Futurism (as its name suggests) was 
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EXHIBITIONS

Note: Where it has been possible to determine that a copy of one of the posters in the Merrill C. Berman Col-
lection was included in an early exhibition, that exhibition is indicated with the work in the Plates section of this 
catalogue. The exhibition is referred to in abbreviated form—[city and date]—below and in the Plates section, 
ZKHUH�LW�DSSHDUV�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�WKH�VSHFLıF�FDWDORJXH�QXPEHU��LI�NQRZQ��$V�WKHVH�SRVWHUV�ZHUH�SXEOLVKHG�LQ�
editions of up to 20,000, it is unlikely that the print exhibited was the same as the one in the current collection. 

One-Person Exhibitions

1949–1953

Politicheskii plakat i politicheskaia satira khudozhnika N. A. Dolgorukova (Political Posters and Political Satire of 
1��$��'ROJRUXNRY���7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�.UDVQRL�$UPLL (Central House of the Red Army), Moscow (1949); and Klub 
Voennoi akademii im. M. V. Frunze (Club of the M. V. Frunze War Academy), Moscow (1953); and others

1973

Vystavka proizvedenii zasluzhennogo deiatelia iskusstv RSFSR khudozhnika-zhurnalista N. A. Dolgorukova 
“Moskva–Parizh” (Exhibition for the Artist and Journalist N. A. Dolgorukov, an Honored Worker of the Arts of the 
RSFSR [Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic], “Moscow–Paris”), Moscow (1973)

Group Exhibitions

1928

Oblastnaia vystavka tvorchestva khudozhnikov urala (Regional Exhibition of Artwork by Ural Artists), Sverdlovsk, 
Russia (1928)

1930

9\VWDYND�JUDıNL��ULVXQND��SODNDWD�L�NQLJ (Exhibition of Graphics, Drawings, Posters, and Books), Shtokturto Build-
ing, Free City of Danzig (1930)

1931

ANTIimperialisticheskaia vystavka, posviashchënnaia mezhdunarodnomu krasnomu dniu (Anti-Imperialist Exhi-
bition Dedicated to International Red Day), 7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�SDUN�NXOŖWXU\�L�RWG\NKD�LP��$��0��*RUŖNRJR (A. M. Gorky 
Central Park of Culture and Leisure), Moscow (1931). Exhibition catalogue. 
[Moscow 1931]

1932

Plakat na sluzhbe piatiletki (pervaia vsesoiuznaia vystavka plakata) (The Poster at the Service of the Five-Year 
3ODQ�>)LUVW�$OO�8QLRQ�([KLELWLRQ�RI�3RVWHUV@���*RVXGDUVWYHQQDLD�7UHWŖLDNRYVNDLD�JDOHUHLD��7KH�6WDWH�7UHW\DNRY�*DO-
lery), Moscow, Russia (1932)

Mezhdunarodnaia vystavka plakata (International Exhibition of Posters), Lezhë, Albania; Verviers, Belgium (1932)
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9\VWDYND�VRYHWVNRL�JUDıNL��SODNDWD��GHWVNRL�L�NKXGR]KHVWYHQQRL�NQLJL�L foto (Exhibition of Soviet Graphics, Posters, 
&KLOGUHQŖV�DQG�$UWLVWŖV�%RRNV��DQG�3KRWRJUDSKV���&KLFDJR��$PHULFDQ�5XVVLDQ�,QVWLWXWH��6DQ�)UDQFLVFR��DQG�1HZ�
York (1932–1933) 
[Chicago 1932]

1933

Vystavka ‘khudozhniki RSFSR za XV let’ (1917–1932). Plakat i karikatura (15 Years of Work by Artists of the 
56)65�>����ş����@��3RVWHUV�DQG�&DULFDWXUHV���*RVXGDUVWYHQQDLD�7UHWŖLDNRYVNDLD�JDOHUHLD (The State Tretyakov 
*DOOHU\���0RVFRZ���������([KLELWLRQ�FDWDORJXH�ZLWK�HVVD\V�E\�$��6��%XEQRYD�DQG�0��3��$UNDGŖHY� 
[Moscow 1933]

Vystavka sovetskogo plakata (Exhibition of Soviet Posters), Niagara Club, New York (1933) 
[New York 1933]

9\VWDYND�VRYHWVNRL�JUDıNL�NKXGR]KHVWYHQQRL�NQLJL��SODNDWD��IRWR��([KLELWLRQ�RI�6RYLHW�*UDSKLFV��$UWLVWŖV�%RRNV��
Posters, and Photos), Madrid, Spain; Marseilles, France (1933) 
[Madrid 1933]

9\VWDYND�VRYHWVNRL�JUDıNL��NKXGR]KHVWYHQQRL�NQLJL��SODNDWD�L�IRWR��([KLELWLRQ�RI�6RYLHW�*UDSKLFV��$UWLVWVŖ�%RRNV��
Posters, and Photographs), Galerie Vignon, Paris, France; Leon, France; and De Travaille Social Sciences Club, 
Bordeaux, France (1933)

1934

Vystavka plakata “desiat” let bez Lenina po Leninskomu puti’ (Poster Exhibition, “Ten Years on the Path of Lenin, 
Without Lenin”), Moscow (1934) 
[Moscow 1934]

Mezhdunarodnaia vystavka plakata (International Exhibition of Posters), Regent Advertising Club, London, Eng-
land; France; Italy (1934) 
[London 1934]

1937

Vystavka moskovskikh masterov sovetskoi satiry (Exhibition of Moscow Masters of Soviet Satire), Vsekokhu-
dozhnik Building, Moscow (1937)

1938

.KXGR]KHVWYHQQDLD�Y\VWDYND�ŗ;;�OHW�5..$�L�YRHQQR�PRUVNRJR�ĲRWDŘ�(Art Exhibition “20 Years of the Red Army 
DQG�WKH�1DY\Ř���0X]HL�0DUNVDş�(QJHOŖVD �0DU[�(QJHOV�0XVHXP���0RVFRZ��7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�.UDVQRL�$UPLL (Cen-
tral House of the Red Army), Moscow; Gosudarstvennyi Russkii muzei (The State Russian Museum), Leningrad, 
Russia (1938)

Vystavka politicheskogo plakata i massovoi kartiny U nas i u nikh’ (Exhibition of Political Posters and Large-Scale 
3DLQWLQJV��ŗ$W�+RPH�DQG�$EURDGŘ���9\ERUJVNLL�GRP�NXOŖWXU\ (Vyborgsky House of Culture), Leningrad, Russia 
(1938)

9\VWDYND�ŕ���OHW�5..$�L�YRHQQR�PRUVNRJR�ĲRWD�Y�SROLWLFKHVNRP�SODNDWH�L�PDVVRYRL�NDUWLQHŖ�(20 years of the Red 
$UP\�DQG�WKH�1DY\�LQ�3ROLWLFDO�3RVWHUV�DQG�/DUJH�6FDOH�3DLQWLQJV��'RP�NXOŖWXU\�97V636��9VHVRLX]Q\L�WVHQWUDOŖQ\L�
VRYHW�SURIHVVLRQDOŖQ\NK�VRLX]RY��LP��0��*RUŖNRJR (All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions House of Culture 

named after M. Gorky), Leningrad, Russia (1938)

1940

Vystavka risunka, illiustratsii i plakata��([KLELWLRQ�RI�'UDZLQJV��,OOXVWUDWLRQV��DQG�3RVWHUV���7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�
rabotnikov iskusstv SSSR (Central House of Workers of the Arts of the USSR), Moscow (1940)

9\VWDYND�JUDıNL�QD�WHP\�LVWRULL�9.3�E���9VHVRLX]QDLD�NRPPXQLVWLFKHVNDLD�SDUWLLD�>EROŖVKHYLNRY@���5LVXQRN��DNYDUHOŖ� 
graviura (Graphic Arts Exhibition on the History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Drawings, Watercol-
RUV��3ULQWV���*RVXGDUVWYHQQ\L�PX]HL�L]REUD]LWHOŖQ\NK�LVNXVVWY�LP��$��6��3XVKNLQD��7KH�3XVKNLQ�6WDWH�0XVHXP�RI�
Fine Arts), Moscow (1940)

1941

9\VWDYND�]KLYRSLVL��JUDıNL�L�VNXOŖSWXU\ (Exhibition of Paintings, Graphics, and Sculpture), Orgkomitet Soiuza 
sovetskikh khudozhnikov SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR Planning Commission), Moscow; 
Vsekokhudozhnik Building, Moscow (1941)

.KXGR]KHVWYHQQDLD�Y\VWDYND�JUDıNL�SDPLDWQLND�OHWFKLNX�9��3��&KNDORYX (Graphic Arts Exhibition in Memory of the 
$YLDWRU�9��3��&KNDORY���*RVXGDUVWYHQQ\L�PX]HL�L]REUD]LWHOŖQ\NK�LVNXVVWY�LP��$��6��3XVKNLQD (The Pushkin State 
Museum of Fine Arts), Moscow (1941)

Vsesoiuznaia vystavka sovetskogo plakata��$OO�8QLRQ�([KLELWLRQ�RI�6RYLHW�3RVWHUV���7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�SDUN�NXOŖWXU\�L�
RWG\NKD�LP��$��0��*RUŖNRJR (A. M. Gorky Central Park of Culture and Leisure), Moscow (1941)

1942

Vystavka “Plakat velikoi otechestvennoi voiny”��3RVWHUV�RI�WKH�*UHDW�3DWULRWLF�:DU���'YRUHWV�NXOŖWXU\�DYWR]DYRGD�
im. I. V. Stalina (Palace of Culture of the I. V. Stalin Automotive Factory), Moscow (1942)

Raboty moskovskikh khudozhnikov v dni velikoi otechestvennoi voiny (Works by Moscow Artists during the 
6HFRQG�:RUOG�:DU���*RVXGDUVWYHQQ\L�PX]HL�L]REUD]LWHOŖQ\NK�LVNXVVWY�LP��$��6��3XVKNLQD (The Pushkin State 
Museum of Fine Arts), Moscow (1942)

Vystavka “Komsomol v otechestvennoi voine” (The Komsomol in the Patriotic War), Gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii 
muzei (The State Historical Museum), Moscow (1942)

1948

Vystavka khudozhnikov sovetskogo plakata (Exhibition of Soviet Poster Artists), SSKh [Soiuz sovetskikh khu-
dozhnikov] SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR), Moscow (1948)

Mezhdunarodnaia vystavka plakata (International Poster Exhibition), Vienna, Austria; Italy (1948)

1949

Peredvizhnaia vystavka sovetskoi satiry (Traveling Exhibition of Soviet Satire), Orgkomitet SSKh (Union of Soviet 
Artists Planning Commission), Moscow; 7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�.UDVQRL�$UPLL��&HQWUDO�+RXVH�RI�WKH�5HG�$UP\���0RV-
FRZ��7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�]KXUQDOLVWD �&HQWUDO�+RXVH�RI�-RXUQDOLVWV���0RVFRZ��'RP�NXOŖWXU\�]DYRGD�ŗ6HUS�L�PRORWŘ 
�+RXVH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�ŗ+DPPHU�DQG�6LFNOHŘ�)DFWRU\���'RP�RıWVHURY �+RXVH�RI�2ĴFHUV���.KDEDURYVN��5XVVLD��
and cities throughout East and Southeast Asia (1949)

Vsesoiuznaia khudozhestvennaia vystavka 1949 goda (All-Union Art Exhibition of 1949), Gosudarstvennaia 
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7UHWŖLDNRYVNDLD�JDOHUHLD (The State Tretyakov Gallery), Moscow (1949)

Peredvizhnaia vystavka sovetskogo plakata (Traveling Exhibition of Soviet Posters), Leningrad, Russia; Tbilisi, 
Georgia; Baku, Azerbaijan; and Yerevan, Armenia; Gosudarstvennyi muzei russkoi istorii (The State Museum of 
Russian History), Kiev, Ukraine; Kharkiv, Ukraine; Donetsk, Ukraine; and Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine (1949)

Vystavka sovetskogo plakata (Exhibition of Soviet Posters), Kievskii gosudarstvennyi muzei russkogo iskusstva 
(Kiev State Museum of Russian Art), Kiev, Ukraine; SSKh SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR), Moscow 
(1949)

Vystavka khudozhnikov sovetskogo plakata (Exhibition of Soviet Poster Artists), Vilnius, Lithuania (1949)

Vystavka sovetskogo plakata (Exhibition of Soviet Posters), Riga, Latvia (1949)

1950

3HUYDLD�YVHVRLX]QDLD�Y\VWDYND�NQLJL��JUDıNL�L�SODNDWD (First All-Union Exhibition of Books, Graphics, and Posters), 
Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the USSR), Moscow (1950)

Khudozhestvennaia vystavka “Bor’ba za mir, protiv podzhigatelei voiny” (Art exhibition, “Struggle for Peace 
Against Warmongers”), Orgkomitet SSKh SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR Planning Commission), 
0RVFRZ��'YRUHWV�NXOŖWXU\�DYWR]DYRGD�LP��,��9��6WDOLQD��3DODFH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�,��9��6WDOLQ�$XWRPRWLYH�)DF-
tory), Moscow; Gosudarstvennyi Russkii muzei (State Russian Museum), Leningrad, Russia; Garnizony Tik-
KRRNHDQVNRJR�ĲRWD��3DFLıF�1DY\�)OHHW�JDUULVRQV���/HQLQJUDG��5XVVLD��FOXEKRXVH�RQ�.ROŖVNRH�6KRVVH����0XU-
mansk, Russia; Petrozavodsk, Russia; Arkhangelsk, Russia; and Sverdlovsk, Russia (1950)

Vsesoiuznaia khudozhestvennaia vystavka 1950 goda (All-Union Art Exhibition of 1950), Gosudarstvennaia 
Tret’iakovskaia galereia (The State Tretyakov Gallery), Moscow; Moskovskoe Tovarishchestvo khudozhnikov 
�0RVFRZ�$UWLVWVŖ�$VVRFLDWLRQ���0RVFRZ��$NDGHPLLD�NKXGR]KHVWY�6665��$FDGHP\�RI�$UWV�RI�WKH�8665���0RV-
cow; and SSKh (Union of Soviet Artists), Moscow (1950)

Peredvizhnaia vystavka sovetskogo plakata��7UDYHOLQJ�([KLELWLRQ�RI�6RYLHW�3RVWHUV���2NUX]KQ\L�'RP�RıWVHURY 
�'LVWULFW�+RXVH�RI�2ĴFHUV���0LQVN��%HODUXV�������

1952

Vsesoiuznaia khudozhestvennaia vystavka 1952 goda (All-Union Art Exhibition of 1952), Gosudarstvennaia 
7UHWŖLDNRYVNDLD�JDOHUHLD��7KH�6WDWH�7UHW\DNRY�*DOOHU\���0RVFRZ��7ELOLVL��*HRUJLD��DQG�%DNX��$]HUEDLMDQ��*RVX-
darstvennyi muzei ukrainskogo iskusstva (The State Museum of Ukrainian Art), Kiev, Ukraine; Gosudarstvennyi 
kartinnaia galereia (The State Picture Gallery), Lviv, Ukraine; Vilnius, Lithuania; Riga, Latvia; Tallinn, Estonia; and 
Leningrad, Russia (1952)

Peredvizhnaia vystavka sovetskikh khudozhnikov (Traveling Exhibition of Soviet Artists), Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine; 
and Lviv, Ukraine; Khudozhestvennyi fond SSSR (Foundation of the Arts of the USSR), Rostov-on-Don, Russia; 
Municipal club, Shakhty, Russia; foyer of city movie theater, Donetsk, Ukraine; Dom uchitelia (House of Teach-
HUV���0DNLLYND��8NUDLQH��'YRUHWV�NXOŖWXU\�VKDNKWHUD��0LQHUVŖ�3DODFH�RI�&XOWXUH���+RUOLYND��8NUDLQH��DQG�'YRUHWV�
NXOŖWXU\��3DODFH�RI�&XOWXUH���/XKDQVN��8NUDLQH�������

1953

Vystavka rabot moskovskikh khudozhnikov satiry (Exhibition of Works by Moscow Satirical Artists), Moskovskoe 
WRYDULVKFKHVWYR�NKXGR]KQLNRY��0RVFRZ�$UWLVWVŖ�$VVRFLDWLRQ���0RVFRZ�������

3HUHGYL]KQDLD�Y\VWDYND�JUDıNL�ŗ6RYHWVNLH�NKXGR]KQLNL�Y�ERUŖEH�]D�PLUŘ (Traveling Graphics Exhibition, “Soviet 
Artists in the Struggle for Peace”), Dramaticheskii teatr (Drama Theater), Kaluga, Russia; Teatr iunogo zritelia 
�&KLOGUHQŖV�7KHDWHU���7XOD��5XVVLD��.DUWLQQDLD�JDOHUHLD��3LFWXUH�*DOOHU\���.XUVN��5XVVLD��.DUWLQQDLD�JDOHUHLD��3LFWXUH�
Gallery), Penza, Russia; Kraevedchevskii muzei (Local History Museum), Orenburg, Russia; Kraevedchevskii 
muzei (Local History Museum), Orsk, Russia; Kartinnaia galereia (Picture Gallery), Chelyabinsk, Russia (1953)

1955

Vsesoiuznaia khudozhestvennaia vystavka��$OO�8QLRQ�$UW�([KLELWLRQ���*RVXGDUVWYHQQDLD�7UHWŖLDNRYVNDLD�JDOHUHLD�
(The State Tretyakov Gallery), Moscow; Dom khudozhnika (House of Artists), Moscow; SSKh SSSR (Union of 
Soviet Artists of the USSR), Moscow (1955)

Vystavka “50 let pervoi russkoi revoliutsii” (Celebrating “50 Years since the First Russian Revolution”), Gosudarst-
vennyi muzei Revoliutsii SSSR (The State Museum of the Revolution of the USSR), Moscow (1955)

1957

9\VWDYND�]KLYRSLVL��VNXOŖSWXU\��JUDıNL�N�SHUYRPX�YVHVRLX]QRPX�VŘH]GX�VRYHWVNLNK�NKXGR]KQLNRY (Exhibition of 
Paintings, Sculpture, and Graphics dedicated to the First All-Union Congress of Soviet Artists), SKh [Soiuz khu-
GR]KQLNRY�6665@��$UWLVWVŖ�8QLRQ�RI�WKH�8665���0RVFRZ��$NDGHPLLD�NKXGR]KHVWY�6665��$FDGHP\�RI�$UWV�RI�WKH�
8665���0RVFRZ��'RP�NKXGR]KQLND��+RXVH�RI�$UWLVWV���0RVFRZ��'YRUHWV�NXOŖWXU\�DYWR]DYRGD�LP��,��$��/LNKDFKß-
YD��3DODFH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�,��$��/LNKDFKHY�$XWRPRWLYH�)DFWRU\���0RVFRZ��DQG�7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�UDERWQLNRY�
iskusstv (Central House of Art Workers), Moscow (1957)

Vsesoiuznaia khudozhestvennaia vystavka posviashchennaia 40-letiiu velikoi oktiabr’skoi sotsialisticheskoi revo-
liutsii (All-Union Art Exhibition dedicated to the 40th�$QQLYHUVDU\�RI�WKH�%ROVKHYLN�5HYROXWLRQ�RI��������7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�
vystavochnyi zal (Central Exhibition Hall), Moscow; Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the 
8665���0RVFRZ��'RP�NKXGR]KQLND��+RXVH�RI�$UWLVWV���0RVFRZ��6.K�6665��$UWLVWVŖ�8QLRQ�RI�WKH�8665���
0RVFRZ��7VHQWUDOŖQ\L�'RP�UDERWQLNRY�LVNXVVWY��&HQWUDO�+RXVH�RI�:RUNHUV�RI�WKH�$UWV���0RVFRZ��'YRUHWV�VSRUWD�
7VHQWUDOŖQRJR�VWDGLRQD�LP��9��,��/HQLQD��3DODFH�RI�6SRUWV�RI�WKH�9��,��/HQLQ�&HQWUDO�6WDGLXP���0RVFRZ��'RP�
NXOŖWXU\�SURIVRLX]D�PHGLWVLQVNLNK�UDERWQLNRY��+RXVH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�0HGLFDO�:RUNHUVŖ�8QLRQ���0RVFRZ��'RP�
NXOŖWXU\�0RVNRYVNRJR�PHGHSODYLOŖQRJR�]DYRGD��+RXVH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�0RVFRZ�0HWDOOXUJLFDO�3ODQW���0RVFRZ��
'RP�NXOŖWXU\�SURIVRLX]D�VWURLWHOHL�ŗ1RYDWRUŘ��+RXVH�RI�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�ŗ1RYDWRUŘ�&RQVWUXFWLRQ�:RUNHUVŖ�8QLRQ���
0RVFRZ��'YRUWV\�NXOŖWXU\�ŗ0HWURVWURLDŘ��0HWURVWURL�3DODFHV�RI�&XOWXUH���0RVFRZ��'RP�NXOŖWXU\�3HUYRJR�*RVX-
darstvennogo podshipnikovogo zavoda (House of Culture of the First State Bearing Factory), Moscow; and in 
the clubs of: Energeticheskii institut (Power Engineering Institute), Moscow; Zavod “Kauchuk” (Kauchuk Factory), 
0RVFRZ��=DYRG�LP��6HUDıPRYLFKD��6HUDıPRYLFK�)DFWRU\���)DEULND�ŗ.UDVQDLD�5R]DŘ��5HG�5RVH�)DFWRU\���0RV-
FRZ��DQG�'RP�SUDYLWHOŖVWYD��+RXVH�RI�*RYHUQPHQW���0RVFRZ�������

1958

Khudozhestvennaia vystavka “40 let sovetskikh vooruzhënnykh sil” (Art Exhibition, “40 Years of Soviet Military 
Might”), Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the USSR), Moscow (1958)

Vystavka “plakat i satira za 40 let v proizvedeniiakh moskovskikh khudozhnikov” (Exhibition “40 Years of Posters 
and Satire in the Works by Moscow Artists”) MOSSKh [Moskovskaia organizatsiia Soiuza sovetskikh khudozh-
nikov] (Moscow Organization of the Union of Soviet Artists), Moscow (1958)

Vystavka proizvedenii sovetskikh khudozhnikov v kitaiskoi narodnoi respublike (Exhibition of Works by Soviet Art-
LVWV�LQ�WKH�3HRSOHŖV�5HSXEOLF�RI�&KLQD���*XFKXQ�3DODFH��%HLMLQJ�������

1969
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Mezhdunarodnaia vystavka “Satira v bor’be za mir” (International Exhibition “Satire in the Struggle for Peace”), 
Moscow (1969)

1973

Khudozhniki v “Pravde” (Artists in Pravda), Kartinnaia galereia im. Kundzhi (Kundzhi Picture Gallery), Zhdanov 
(Mariupol), Ukraine; Moscow; Riga, Latvia; Tallinn, Estonia; and Vilnius, Lithuania (1973)
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CHRONOLOGY

Nikolai Andreevich Dolgorukov (1902, Yekaterinburg–1980, Moscow)

1902  Born on March 10 (March 23 on the Julian calendar) in Yekaterinburg, a city on the border 
between Europe and Asia considered the “gateway to Siberia”

1919  Works as a draftsman for the Verkh-Isetsky Metallurgical Plant in Yekaterinburg

Creates designs for the radical revolutionary theater groups which were brought together under 
the umbrella organization Terevsat (Theater of Revolutionary Satire)

� 'HVLJQV�KLV�ıUVW�SRVWHU�IRU�WKH Gosudarstvennyi opernyi teatr (State Opera Theater) in Sverdlovsk 
(formerly Yekaterinburg)

1922–1924 Serves in the Red Army 

1924 Enrolls in the Department of Architecture at Sverdlovsk Ural Mining and Construction Institute 

Studies at the vocal studio at the Gosudarstvennyi opernyi teatr (State Opera Theater) in 
Sverdlovsk

����� 7UDYHOV�DURXQG�WKH�LQGXVWULDO�UHJLRQV�RI�WKH�8UDOV��YLVLWLQJ�RYHU�ıIW\�SODQWV�DQG�IDFWRULHV�DQG�
creating numerous pencil-and-ink drawings

Begins work as a stage designer for the State Opera Theater in Sverdlovsk, under Chief Artistic 
'LUHFWRU�$�9��'XEURYLQ��&UHDWHV�KLV�ıUVW�SRVWHUV

1928 Takes part in an exhibition of works by artists from the Urals. V. A. Shestakov, a designer at 
0RVFRZŖV�7KHDWHU�RI�WKH�5HYROXWLRQ�ZKR�LV�LQ�6YHUGORYVN�ZLWK�KLV�WKHDWULFDO�WURXSH��WDNHV�QRWH�
RI�'ROJRUXNRYŖV�ZRUN�DQG�VXJJHVWV�WKDW�KH�HQUROO�LQ�WKH�*UDSKLF�$UWV�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�9.K87(,1�
(The Higher Art and Technical Institute) in Moscow

1928–1930 Enrolls at VKhUTEIN, studying drawing under the noted book illustrator Lev Bruni (1894–1948) 
and poster design with the preeminent poster artist Dmitrii Moor (1883–1946)

Attends extracurricular drawing classes at the Dom rabotnikov iskusstv (House of Art Workers) 

From 1928  As well as taking part in exhibitions in the Soviet Union, Dolgorukov participates in numerous 
exhibitions in the United States, Austria, Belgium, Spain, France, and Italy (see the list of 
Selected Exhibitions in this volume)

 
1929–1931 Works with the Muzei okhrany truda (the Moscow Museum of Labor Protection), creating 

workplace safety posters 
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����ş����� &UHDWHV�ERRN�FRYHU�GHVLJQV�DERXW�IDFWRU\�VDIHW\�IRU�WKH�SXEOLVKLQJ�KRXVH�6RWVHNJL]��,]GDWHOŖVWYR�
VRWVLDOŖQR�HNRQRPLFKHVNRL literatury [Publishing House of Social-Economic Literature])

1932  Receives a commission from the Marx-Engels-Lenin Museum for a poster dedicated to the 
ıIWHHQWK�DQQLYHUVDU\�RI�WKH������%ROVKHYLN�5HYROXWLRQ�(p. 97). The Executive Committee of 
the Komintern (Communist International) commissions the artist to create many versions of this 
poster in German, French, Chinese, and other languages, for distribution abroad

 Becomes a member of Ob”edinenie rabotnikov revoliutsionnogo plakata/ORRP (Association of 
Revolutionary Poster Workers), a special professional organization for poster artists headed by 
Dmitrii Moor

 
Works with the artist Georgy Stenberg (1900–1933) to design the exhibition 1-ia Vsesoiuznaia 
vystavka plakata (First All-Union Exhibition of Posters) at the Tretyakov Gallery

Serves as a Member of the Mossovet Committee for the organization of celebrations for the 
ıIWHHQWK�DQQLYHUVDU\�RI�WKH������%ROVKHYLN�5HYROXWLRQ

����� 0HHWV�WKH�IDPRXV�SRVWHU�DUWLVW�9LFWRU�'HQL������ş�������WKH�WZR�FUHDWH�WKHLU�ıUVW�SRVWHU�
together  

  
In the early 1930s–40s, Dolgorukov works as an artist for various newspapers and periodicals, 
including Krasnaia zvezda (Red Star), Ogonyok (Little Light), Pravda (Truth), Izvestiia (News), 
Prozhektor (Spotlight), and Sovetskii voin (Soviet Soldier)

����� :LQV�WKH�ıUVW�SUL]H�LQ�WKH�0RVFRZ�H[KLELWLRQ�Desiat’ let bez Lenina, po Leninskomu puti (Ten 
Years on the Path of Lenin, Without Lenin) with his 1932 poster Building the Classless Society 
Under the Banner of Lenin (pp. 96-99)

1936 Creates illustrations for the satirical poem Kolkhoz Krasnyi kut’ (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia 
literature, 1936) by Demian Bedny (1883–1945) 

1941 Evacuates Moscow and relocates to the city of Kuibyshev, together with the editorial board of 
the newspaper Krasnaia zvezda 

1941–1945 Creates posters concerning the Second World War

Creates war propaganda drawings for Pravda (Truth), Komsomol’skaia Pravda (Komsomol Truth), 
Trud (Labor), and Stalinskii Sokol��6WDOLQŖV�)DOFRQ���DQG�GHVLJQV�FRYHUV�IRU�Sovetskii voin (Soviet 
Soldier)

  
Participates in the creation of TASS (Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union) Windows 

1948 Awarded a Diploma of the First Rank at the International Poster Exhibition in Vienna, Austria 

 Dolgorukov is the subject of the one-man exhibition Politicheskii plakat i politicheskaia satira 
khudozhnika N.A. Dolgorukova (Political Posters and Political Satire of N. A. Dolgorukov) at the 

Tsentral’nyi Dom Sovetskoi Armii im. M.V. Frunze (Central House of the Soviet Army named after 
M.V. Frunze) in Moscow; this exhibition also traveled to other locations

1957–1967 Creates multiple series of works in gouache, ink, and watercolor, including Rossiia v trekh 
revoliutsiiakh (Russia in Three Revolutions, 1957), Za Rodinu (For the Motherland, 1958), Etikh 
let ne smolknet slava (The Glory of These Days Will not Cease, 1958), Moguchaia postup’ 
semiletki (Mighty Step of Seven-Year Plan, 1960), Utro Afriki (Morning Africa, 1964), Golos 
Avrory (Voice of Aurora, 1967)

1963 Receives the honorary title Zasluzhennyi rabotnik iskusstv RSFSR (The Honored Worker of the 
Arts of the RSFSR [Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic])

 Publishes memoir Stranitsy zhizni (Life Chapters) (Leningrad, Khudozhnik RSFSR)

1969 Wins the Gold Medal of the Soviet Peace Fund at the international exhibition Satira v bor’be za 
mir (Satire in the Struggle for Peace) in Moscow  

1980 Dies in Moscow 
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Selected Russian Public Collections Holding Works by Nikolai Dolgorukov 
 
State Tretyakov Gallery (Gosudarstvennaia Tretyakovskaia galereia), Moscow 

Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts (*RVXGDUVWYHQQ\L�PX]HL�L]REUD]LWHOŖQ\NK�LVNXVVWY im. Pushkina), 
Moscow

State Russian Museum (Gosudarstvennyi Russkii muzei), St. Petersburg

State Central Museum of the Contemporary History of Russia (Gosudarstvennyi tsentral’nyi muzei 
sovremennoi istorii Rossii), Moscow 

Note: This museum was formerly known as the Central Museum of the Revolution of the USSR 
(Tsentral’nyi muzei Revolutsii SSSR), until September 1998.

State Historical Museum (Gosudarstvennyi istoriheskii muzei), Moscow

Central V. I. Lenin Museum (Tsentral’nyi muzei V. I. Lenina), Moscow

State Archive of the Russian Federation (Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii), Moscow

Russian State Library (Rossiiskaia gosudarstvennaia biblioteka), Moscow

State V. I. Dal’ Museum of the History of Russian Literature (Gosudarstvennyi muzei istorii rossiiskoi 
literatury imeni V. I. Dalia), Moscow 

V. V. Mayakovsky Museum (Muzei V. V. Mayakovskogo), Moscow

Central Museum of the Soviet Army named after M. V. Frunze (Tsentral’nyi Dom Sovetskoi Armii imeni 
M. V. Frunze), Moscow

Museum of Fine Arts named after I. I. Mashkov (Volgogradskii muzei izobrazitel’nykh iskusstv imeni I. I. 
Mashkova), Volgograd

Regional Art Museum named after I. N. Kramskoy (Voronezhskii oblastnoi khudozhestvennyi muzei 
imeni I. N. Kramskogo), Voronezh

State Picture Gallery named after A. A. Deineka (Kurskaia gosudarstvennaia kartinnaia gallereia imeni 
A. A. Deineka), Kursk

 

MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
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State Art Museum named after A. N. Radishchev (Saratovskii gosudarstvennyi khudozhestvennyi 
muzei imeni A. N. Radishcheva), Saratov 

Museum of Fine Arts (Yekaterinburgskii muzei izobrazitel’nykh iskusstv), Yekaterinburg
Note: This museum was formerly known as the Sverdlovsk Picture Gallery (Sverdlovskaia kartinnaia 
galereia).

Smolensk State Museum-Reserve (Smolenskii gosudarstvennyi muzei-zapovednik), Smolensk 
Note: This museum was formerly known as the Smolensk Regional Museum of Fine and Applied 
Art (Smolenskii oblastnoi muzei izobrazitel’nykh i prikladnykh iskusstv).

Regional Art Museum (Ul’ianovskii oblastnoi khudozhestvennyi muzei), Ulyanovsk

Chelyabinsk State Museum of Fine Arts (Chelyabinskii Gosudarstvennyi muzei izobrazitel’nykh 
iskusstv), Chelyabinsk  

Note: This museum was formerly known as the Chelyabinskii Picture Gallery (Chelyabinskyaia   
      gorods kaia kartinnaia galereia).
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PLATES
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Poster: Transportnik, vooruzhaias’ tekhnicheskimi znaniiami, boris’ za 
rekonstruktsiiu transporta (Transport Worker, Armed With Technical Skill, 
Strives to Reconstruct Transportation), 1931
Lithograph
41 1/16 x 28 5/8” (104.3 x 72.7 cm)

Exhibited: 
Moscow 1931, no. 175
Moscow 1933, p. 22, no. 284
Madrid 1933
New York 1933
London 1934
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Poster: Khomuty na kranakh ukrepliai nadezhno (Securely Fasten Clamps on Cranes), 1930
Lithograph
20 5/8 x 14 3/4” (52.4 x 37.5 cm)

Printed Text:
[lower right] Dolgorukov 1930

>ORZHU�OHIW@�5D]UDERWDQ�7VHQWUDOŖQ\P�0X]HHP�2NKUDQ\�WUXGD�L�VRWV��>VRWVLDOŖQRJR@�
strakhovaniia (Developed by the Central Museum of Labor Protection and Social Insurance)

[bottom, center] Gostrudizdat, Moskva, Staraia ploshchad, 6. — 1930 (Publishing House 
Gostrudizdat, Moscow, Old Square, 6. — 1930) 

��DLD�VHULLD�ŗ%H]RSDVQRVWŖ�WUXGD�Y�VWURLWHOŖQRP�GHOH�Ř�3ODNDW�1R�����7VHQD����NRS����QG�
series of “Labor Safety in Construction Business,”  Poster No. 13, Price 13 kopecks)

>ORZHU�ULJKW@�/LWRJUDıLD�7VHQWUL]GDWD�0RVNYD��*ODYOLW��Glavnoe upravlenie po delam literatury 
i izdatel’stv/ the Main Directorate on Literature and Press); Tirazh 15,000 (Tsentrizdat 
Lithographic workshop Moscow, Glavlit; Edition 15,000)
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Poster: Beregis’—Opasno (Beware—Dangerous), c. 1930
Lithograph 
19 1/8 x 14 1/8” (48.6 x 35.9 cm)

Note:
This workplace safety poster was produced for the Central Museum of Labor Protection in 
Moscow.
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Maquette: Beregis’ otravleniia—Otyskivai propuski ammiaka sernoi nitkoi 
(Beware of Poison—Watch Out for Ammonia Leaks), 1930 
Collage with gelatin silver print(s) and gouache on paper, mounted on board 
27 x 18 1/4” (68.6 x 46.4 cm)
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Poster: Beregis’ otravleniia—Otyskivai propuski ammiaka sernoi nitkoi 
(Beware of Poison—Watch Out for Ammonia Leaks), 1930 
Lithograph 
29 x 19 3/4” (73.7 x 50.2 cm)

Printed Text:
>ORZHU�OHIW@�5D]UDERWDQ�7VHQWUDOŖQ\P�0X]HHP�2NKUDQ\�WUXGD�L�VRWV��
>VRWVLDOŖQRJR@�VWUDNKRYDQLLD��'HYHORSHG�E\�WKH�&HQWUDO�0XVHXP�RI�/DERU�
Protection and Social Insurance)

[bottom, center] Gostrudizdat, Moskva, Staraia ploshchad,  6. — 1930 
(Publishing House Gostrudizdat, Moscow, Old Square, 6. — 1930) 
Seriia “Tekhnika bezopasnosti v pishchevkusovoi promyshlennosti” Plakat  #. 
9. Tsena 50 kop. (Series of “Labor Safety in Food and Beverage Industry” 
Poster No. 9. Price 50 kopecks)

>ORZHU�ULJKW@�7LUD]K��������/LWRJUDıLD�7VHQWUL]GDWD�0RVNYD��(GLWLRQ�������
Tsentrizdat Lithographic Workshop Moscow)

Note: 
This maquette, like that for Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniiu 
beskassovogo obshchestva! (Building the Classless Society Under the 
Banner of Lenin!) (pp. 96-99) is exceptional in scale. For ease of execution, 
such working designs were normally smaller than the resulting printed 
product, but in these two cases Dolgorukov worked at a one-to-one scale to 
WKH�ıQDO�SULQWHG�SRVWHU�

Exhibited: 
Moscow 1933, p. 22, no. 283
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Sketch: Sozdadim moshchnuiu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke!��/HWŖV�&UHDWH�
D�3RZHUIXO�%DVLV�IRU�,QGXVWULDOL]LQJ�WKH�&RXQWU\ŖV�(DVWHUQ�5HJLRQV��������
Pencil and crayon on paper 
11 3/4 x 8 1/16” (29.8 x 20.5 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions (from bottom to top, in numerical order):
1. karta Magnitogorsk-Kuznetsk…gen. plan i nov. zh.d. putei  i khleba i 
zhelez.rudy i khlopku (Map of the Magnitogorsk Kuznetsk…general plan and 
new railroad tracks, and bread, and pig iron, and cotton)

2.  Glukhoman‘ [?], mestnost’ do postroiki [?] (The middle of nowhere [?]; the 
location before the construction [?]) foto (photograph)
Sozdadim moshchnuiu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke��/HWŖV�FUHDWH�D�
SRZHUIXO�EDVLV�IRU�LQGXVWULDOL]LQJ�WKH�FRXQWU\ŖV�(DVWHUQ�UHJLRQV�

3. stroitel’stvo giganta entuziastami-bol’shevikami (Construction of the giant 
plant by the enthusiastic Bolsheviks) photomontazh (photomontage)

4. obshchaia panorama stroitel’stva gigantov i sots. gorodov (General view of 
the construction of the giants and “sotsgorod” [socialist cities]) Izobrazitel’no 
(Drawing)

5. sintez gotovogo giganta i ego produktsiia  pokazateli (Synthesis of 
completed giant and its production). Izobrazitel’no (Drawing)

[lower left] N. Dolgorukov
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Poster: Sozdadim moshchnuiu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke!��/HWŖV�&UHDWH�
D�3RZHUIXO�%DVLV�IRU�,QGXVWULDOL]LQJ�WKH�&RXQWU\ŖV�(DVWHUQ�5HJLRQV��������
Lithograph
41 3/8 x 29 3/16” (105.1 x 74.1 cm)

Printed Text: 
Uralo-Kuznetskii kombinat dast strane v 1932 g. 4,5 mln. ton chuguna, 
25 mln.tonn uglia; 2,8 mlrd.kilovatt-chasov vyrabotki elektroenergii, 10 tys. 
kilometrov zheleznodorozhnykh putei (In 1932, the Ural-Kuznetskii Combine 
will give the country 4.5 million tons of pig iron, 25 million tons of coal, 2.8 
billion kilowatt-hours yield of electricity, 10 thousand kilometers of railroad 
track)

Note:
At left is a drawing of a factory site, seen from above. At right is a photo of a 
factory. Below is a map of the central and eastern parts of the Soviet Union, 
with industrial centers marked. 

Final poster:
A variant of this poster (in a private collection), also from 1931, includes 
additional text in the title: Usilennym vypolneniem FINPLANA sozdadim 
moshchnuiu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke!��/HWŖV�&UHDWH�D�3RZHUIXO�
,QGXVWULDO�%DVH�LQ�WKH�&RXQWU\ŖV�(DVWHUQ�5HJLRQV�7KURXJK�,QWHQVLYH�
Implementation of the Financial Plan!) 

Exhibited:
Chicago 1932
New York 1933
Madrid 1933
London 1934
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a. Sketch: Na shturm poslednego chetvertogo goda piatiletki!��/HWŖV�6XUSDVV�
WKH�3ODQŖV�)LQDO�<HDU��������
Gouache and pencil on paper
5 1/16 x 3 3/16” (12.9 x 8.1 cm)

b. Poster: Na shturm poslednego chetvertogo goda piatiletki!��/HWŖV�6XUSDVV�
WKH�3ODQŖV�)LQDO�<HDU���������
Lithograph
39 x 30” (99 x 71 cm)
Private collection

Final poster:
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Sketch: Zavody chernoi metallurgii—v avangard sotsialisticheskikh predpriiatii 
(Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises!), 
1931
Pencil and crayon on paper
8 13/16 x 8 5/16” (22.4 x 21.1 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions (from top to bottom):
Ot metallurg. promyshlennosti (From the metallurgical industry)
Lozung chernyi metal (Slogan black metal)
Sviaz’ liudei merzloty novostroek (Connection between people, frozen 
wilderness, new buildings)
0DVKLQ\�]DYRG\�VXGRYHUı (Machines factories shipyards)
…udarnikov rabochikh �őZRUNHUVŖ�VKRFN�EULJDGHV�
met. zavod (metallurgical plant)
lozung (slogan)

Note:
6HH�ıQDO�SRVWHU�RQ�IROORZLQJ�VSUHDG�
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Poster: Zavody chernoi metallurgii—v avangard sotsialisticheskikh predpriiatii 
(Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises!), 
1931
Lithograph
28 7/8 x 41 3/8” (73.3 x 105.1 cm)

Printed Text (below): 
0HWDOOXUJLFKHVNLH�]DYRG\�GDGXW�QRYRVWURLNDP��VKDNKWDP��VXGRYHUıDP��
mashinostroitel’nym  zavodam konstruktsii, rel’sy, svellery, balki, pokovki 
(Metallurgical plants will produce trucks, supports, beams, and forgings for 
the new buildings, mines, shipyards, and machine-building plants)

Exhibited:  
Chicago 1932
New York 1933 
Madrid 1933
Moscow 1934 
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Sketch: Metropoliten: glavnoe sredstvo razreshaiushchee problemy bystrykh 
i deshevykh liudskikh perevozok (The Metro: The Most Important Solution to 
the Problem of the Fast and Cheap Transportation of People), 1931
Gouache, ink, pencil, crayon, and printed paper on paper 
8 1/8 x 11 5/8” (20.6 x 29.5 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[upper left, in pencil, with an arrow pointing down] Moskva sovremennaia –s 
ee ulichnoi i transportnoi sutolokoi i pr. (Modern Moscow with its street and 
WUDĴF�EXVWOH��HWF��

[right column, in orange, with an arrow pointing up] nadzemnyi metropolitan 
(above-ground part of the Metro system)
Moskva takoi budet (This is how Moscow will look)
Tsifrovye pokazateli (Digital indicators/statistics [?])
Podzemnyi metropoliten (Underground part of the Metro) 

[center, bottom] metropoliten—gl. sredstvo razresheniia problem (the Metro— 
the most important solution to the problem)

Note:
6HH�ıQDO�SRVWHU�RQ�IROORZLQJ�VSUHDG�
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Poster: Metropoliten: glavnoe sredstvo razreshaiushchee problemy bystrykh 
i deshevykh liudskikh perevozok (The Metro: The Most Important Solution to 
the Problem of the Fast and Cheap Transportation of People), 1931
Lithograph 
28 x 40 1/8” (71.1 x 101.9 cm)

Printed Text (below):
Metropoliten–massovoe sredstvo gorodskogo soobshcheniia (The Metro—
mass means of urban transportation)
Sostav poezda metropolitena ot 4 do 8 vagonov po 150 passazhirov v 
kazhdom (The composition of the Metro train from 4 to 8 cars with 150 
passengers each)
Provoznaia sposobnost’ linii (Carrying capacity of the Metro line): 

Avtobusnoi—5-6 tysiach passazhirov v chas v odnom napravlenii (bus—5-6 
thousand passengers one way per hour)
Tramvainoi—14-15 (tram—14-15)
Metropolitena—35-45 (subway—35-45)

Metropoliten ekonomit rabochee vremia (The Metro saves working time) 
Skorost’ soobshcheniia (Speed):
Na tramvae—14-15 km v chas. Na avtobuse—16-18 km. v chas. Na 
metropolitene—30-35 km v chas (Tram—14-15 km per hour. Bus—16-18 
km. per hour. Subway—30-35 km per hour)

Ulichnoe dvizhenie ne stesniaet dvizheniia poezdov metropolitena, oni 
dvizhutsia cherez kazhdye 1-2 minuty po tochneishemu raspisaniiu. Proezd 
na metropolitene sovershenno bezopasen.��6WUHHW�WUDĴF�GRHV�QRW�KLQGHU�WKH�
movement of subway trains; they move every 1-2 minutes, according to the 
most accurate timetables. Traveling on the subway is completely safe.)

[Additional text, bottom] Prishli svoi zamechaniia o plakate po adresu: 
Moskva, Izogiz, Agitmassovyi sektor (If you have any complaints about this 
poster, please send it to the attention of the Department of Agitation, Izogiz, 
Moscow)

Note:
In 1931, the Central Committee of the Communist Party decided to build a 
subway system in Moscow, known as the Metro. This became a prestigious 
SURMHFW�RQ�ZKLFK�QR�H[SHQVH�ZDV�VSDUHG��7KH�ıUVW�OLQH�RSHQHG�WR�WKH�SXEOLF�
LQ�������,Q�WKH�SRVWHU��WKH�FKDRV�RI�WUDĴF�LQ�WKH�ROG�FHQWHU�RI�0RVFRZ�LQ�WKH�
SKRWRJUDSK�DW�WRS�OHIW�LV�FRQWUDVWHG�ZLWK�WKH�VSDFLRXVQHVV�DQG�HĴFLHQF\�RI�
contemporary Moscow in the large drawing. 
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Poster: Rekonstruktsiia sotsialisticheskogo transporta obespechit udarnye 
tempy promyshlennosti i moshchnoe razvitie sel’skogo khoziaistva 
(Reconstruction of Socialist Transport will Enable the Stunning Growth of 
Industry and the Powerful Development of Rural Economy), 1931
Lithograph 
23 1/2 x 36 3/8” (59.7 x 92.4 cm)
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Poster: Vstupai v chleny aviazota! Aviazot pomozhet ovladet’ peredovoi 
tekhnikoi. Za tekhniko-ekonomicheskuiu nezavisimost’ SSSR (Join the 
Members of Aviazot! Aviazot Will Help Us Master Advanced Technical 
Equipment. For the Technical and Economic Independence of the USSR), 
1932
Lithograph
17 x 23 3/8” (43.2 x 59.4 cm)

Printed Text (below):
=D�WHNKQLNR�HNRQRPLFKHVNXLX�QH]DYLVLPRVWŖ�6665��)RU�WKH�WHFKQLFDO�
economic independence of the USSR)

Note:
Aviazot was a section of the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute of Moscow 
that provided education in mechanics.

Maquette:

Gouache, pencil, and ink on paper 
3 1/4 x 5” (8.3 x 12.7 cm), irreg.
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Maquette: Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniiu beskassovogo obshchestva! 
(Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin!), 1932
Cut-and-pasted gelatin silver prints and painted and printed paper with 
gouache, ink, and pencil on paper
40 3/4 × 27” (103.5 × 68.6 cm)
Formerly Merrill C. Berman Collection, now The Museum of Modern Art, New 
York (427.2018)

Text:
Vpered, k kommunizmu! (Forward toward Communism!)

Vsia vlast’ sovetam! 1917 (All Power to the Soviets! 1917)
 
1871 Republique sociale / La Commune ou la mort! (1871 Social Republic / 
The Commune or death!)

>ERWWRP@�ŗ'HOR�.RPPXQ\ŠHWR�GHOR�VRWVLDOŖQRL�UHYROLXWVLL��GHOR�SROQRJR�
politicheskogo i ekonomicheskogo osvobozhdeniia trudiashchikhsia, eto delo 
vsesvetnogo proletariata. I v etom smysle ono bessmertno.”—LENIN (“The 
cause of the Commune was the cause of social revolution, the cause of the 
complete political and economic liberation of workers. This is the cause of 
the worldwide proletariat. And in this sense it is immortal.”—Lenin)

[lower right] 1932 / Dolgorukov

Note:
6HH�ıQDO�SRVWHU�RQ�IROORZLQJ�VSUHDG�
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Poster: Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniiu beskassovogo obshchestva! 
(Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin!), 1932
Lithograph
�������ƅ�������Ҟ��������ƅ������FP�
Formerly Merrill C. Berman Collection, now The Museum of Modern Art, New 
York (428.2018)

Printed Text��ZKHUH�LW�GLĳHUV�IURP�PDTXHWWH��
ŗ/HQLQ�RWNU\O�VRYHWVNXLX�YODVWŖ��NDN�JRVXGDUVWYHQQXLX�IRUPX�GLNWDWXU\�
SUROHWDULDWD��LVSROŖ]RYDY�GOLD�HWRJR�RS\W�3DUL]KVNRL�.RPPXQ\�L�UXVVNRL�
revoliutsii.”—Stalin (“Lenin revealed Soviet power as a governmental form of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, using for this the experience of the Paris 
Commune and the Russian Revolution.”—Stalin)
 
1932 / Dolgorukov
 
OGIZ-IZOGIZ; 50,000 copies

Note: 
7KH�WH[W�ŗ9VLD�YODVWŖ�VRYLHWDP�Ř�LV�LQ�WKH�ROG�VW\OH�5XVVLDQ�RUWKRJUDSK\�DQG�
includes an obsolete character. This marks the slogan as dating from the 
time of the 1917 Revolution, after which a language reform was implemented 
by the Bolsheviks. The source of the quote at the bottom is Vladimir Lenin, 
“In Memory of the Commune” (1911).

Exhibited:
Moscow 1933
Moscow 1934, winner of First Prize in competition
London 1934
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Sketch: Za Mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletarii vsekh stran soediniaites’! (Proletariat of 
the World, Unite Under the Banner of World October!), 1932
Gouache, ink, and pencil on paper
11 1/8 x 8 1/4” (28.3 x 21 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[top] 
���3UROHWDULL�YVHNK�VWUDQ��VRHGLQLDLWHVŖ��3UROHWDULDW�RI�DOO�FRXQWULHV��XQLWH��
���QD�ERUŖEX�]D�6665��ıJKW�IRU�WKH�8665�
3. k Leninizmu (toward Leninism)
4. Rote front (Red Front)

Na nemets. angl. iazykakh (in German and English)
=D�PLURYRL�2NWLDEUŖ��7RZDUG�D�:RUOG�2FWREHU�

[right]
Fashizm (Fascism)
Religiia (Religion)
Vooruzhenie (Armament)
Protiv SSSR (Against the USSR)

[left, upside down]
3UROHWDULL�YVHNK�VWUDQ�VRHGLQLDLWHVŖ��3UROHWDULDW�RI�DOO�FRXQWULHV��XQLWH��

[bottom]
'D�]GUDYVWYXHW�PLURYRL�2NWLDEUŖ��/RQJ�/LYH�WKH�:RUOG�2FWREHU�
1. SSSR—oplot mirovoi revoliutsii (USSR the bulwark of the world revolution)
2. SSSR—otechestvo mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the motherland of the 
world proletariat)
3. SSSR—udarnaia brigade mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the shock 
brigade of the world proletariat)
4. Vpered vo vtoroi piatiletke postroeniia sotsializma (Onward toward the 
construction of socialism during the Second Five Year Plan)

Note:
6HH�ıQDO�SRVWHU�RQ�IROORZLQJ�VSUHDG�
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Poster: Za Mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletarii vsekh stran soediniaites’! (Proletariat of 
the World, Unite Under the Banner of World October!), 1932
Lithograph
57 1/2 x 39 3/8” (146.1 x 100 cm)

Exhibited:
Moscow 1933, p. 23, no. 286
Madrid 1933
 
Printed Text (on banners in image, top to bottom):
[German] Jungarbeiter reihten sich in the Antifaschistiche Rote Front ein 
(Young workers join the anti-fascist Red Front)

[English] Defend the Soviet Union! 

SSSR—otechestvo mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the motherland of the 
world proletariat)

K novym pobedam pod znamenem Lenina (Onward toward new victories 
XQGHU�/HQLQŖV�EDQQHU�

Vpered—za vtoruiu piatiletku postroeniia sotsializma! (Onward—toward the 
construction of socialism during the Second Five Year Plan!)

Da zdravstvuet 1 Maia! (Long Live May 1!)
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Sketch: [No title], [no date] 
Ink and colored pencil on paper 
6 3/4 x 7 3/16” (17.1 x 18.3 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
>WRS@�/R]XQJ���3RUWUDLW�/HQLQD��6ORJDQ���/HQLQŖV�SRUWUDLW�

>OHIW@�6665�VWURLWHOŖVWYR��8665�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�

[right, in the rectangle] Ia—za! Deni (I am for it! Deni)

>ERWWRP��LQ�UHG@�6WDOLQő>"@�/HQLQX���*RYRULW�QD�YHVŖ�PLU��6WDOLQő>"@�/HQLQ���
Declares it all over the world)

[bottom right] vokrug znamena, zarubezhn. proletariat (red banners are all 
over, world proletariat)
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Small poster: 15 let VLKSM [Vsesoiuznyi Leninskii kommunisticheskii soiuz 
PRORGH]KL@�(15 Years of Komsomol [The All-Union Leninist Young Communist 
League]), c. 1933
Lithograph 
15 1/2 x 12 1/4” (39.5 x 31.2 cm)

Note:
The Komsomol in its earliest form was established in urban areas in 1918 
as a Russian organization known as the Russian Young Communist League, 
RU�5.60��,Q�������ZLWK�WKH�XQLıFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�8665��LW�ZDV�UHIRUPHG�LQWR�
an agency that spanned the new Soviet Union as the youth division of the 
All-Union Communist Party. Because this work is dedicated to the 15th 
anniversary of Komsomol, it can be dated to around 1933.

At lower left on this print is a printed signature, followed by ten letters; this 
PD\�EH�ŗ1��'ROJRUXNRY�Ř�EXW�GXH�WR�D�SULQWLQJ�ĲDZ��WKH�ORZHU�KDOI�LV�FXW�Rĳ��
PDNLQJ�LW�GLĴFXOW�WR�EH�FHUWDLQ�
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Viktor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov
Poster: Est’ metro! (The Metro is Here!), 1935
Lithograph and letterpress 
39 x 27 1/2” (99.1 x 69.9 cm)

Printed Text:
[left] Da zdravstvuet nash velikii Stalin (Long live the great Stalin)

[top right] “Net takikh krepostei, kotorykh bolsheviki ne mogli by vziat’.”—Stalin 
(There are no fortresses that the Bolsheviks cannot take.”—Stalin)
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Viktor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov
Poster: Est’ metro! (The Metro is Here!), 1935
Lithograph on paper 
41 x 27 3/4” (104.1 x 70.5 cm)
Formerly Merrill C. Berman Collection

Printed Text:
[top] “Net takikh krepostei, kotorykh bolsheviki ne mogli by vziat’”—Stalin 
(“There are no fortresses that the Bolsheviks cannot take”—Stalin)

[left] Da zdravstvuet nash velikii Stalin (Long live the great Stalin)
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Sketch: Volgostroi, c. early 1930s
Colored pencil on paper
7 5/8 x 5 5/8” (19.4 x 14.3 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[top] Volgostroi (Hydroelectric complex)

[right]
Obshchaia agitatsionnaia chast’ plakata (General agitation part of the poster)

gidrostantsiia (hydroelectric station)
plotina (dam)
suda (ships)

foto—volzhskii “levitanovskii motiv” (photograph—“motif in the style of 
Levitan”)

skhema raionov deistviia Volgostroia s naneseniem glavnykh elementov 
stroitel’stva, nov. zavodov, zhel.dor. linii i t.d.i  kakie-to okruglennye, 
obobshchennye tsifrovye pokazateli (scheme of the Volgostroi areas with 
drawings depicting the main elements of construction, new factories, railroad 
OLQHV��HWF��$OVR�VRPH�NLQG�RI�URXQGHG��JHQHUDOL]HG�ıJXUHV�

Note: 
7KH�9ROJRVWURL�K\GURHOHFWULF�FRPSOH[�ZDV�D�VSHFLDO�SURMHFW�RI�WKH�3HRSOHŖV�
&RPPLVVDULDW�IRU�,QWHUQDO�$ĳDLUV��1.9'��RI�WKH�8665��ZKLFK�ZDV�DOUHDG\�
engaged in the construction of the Uglich and Rybinsk hydroelectric 
complexes. Volgostroi was created in accordance with the decree of the 
&RXQFLO�RI�3HRSOHŖV�&RPPLVVDUV�RI�WKH�8665�DQG�WKH�&HQWUDO�&RPPLWWHH�
of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks on September 14, 1935. Its 
purpose was to provide a deep-water outlet from the Moscow-Volga canal 
towards the Lower Volga River and the Volga-Baltic water system, across the 
6KHNVQD�5LYHU��DV�ZHOO�DV�WR�XVH�ZDWHU�DQG�HQHUJ\�UHVRXUFHV�HĴFLHQWO\�QRUWK�
of the city of Rybinsk. The main labor force was made up of the prisoners of 
the Volgolag forced labor camp.

Isaac Ilyich Levitan (1860–1900), whose name is invoked here, was a 
Russian landscape painter who often depicted the Volga region.
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Poster: Long Live Our Air Force!, c. 1939
Lithograph
13 1/8 x 22” (33.3 x 55.9 cm)
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Zinov’evets (Follower of [Grigory] Zinoviev), no. 2 (c. 1926)
Gouache, ink, and gelatin silver print
10 7/8 x 7 11/16” (27.6 x 19.5 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[bottom left] V naturu! (exactly as is)

[verso] Zakaz no. 1147 (Job no. 1147)

Final Journal Cover:

Attributed to Nikolai Dolgorukov 
Cover of Zinov’evets (Follower of [Grigory] Zinoviev), no. 2 (1926)
Photolithograph
Private collection
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Maquette: Kinopromyshlennost’ (Film industry), c. 1930s 
Gouache, ink, pencil, and rotogravure on paper
8 7/8 x 6 1/2” (22.5 x 16.5 cm)
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